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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study was to validate a revised instru

ment measuring instructional leadership in public high schools. In 

addition, the study attempted to identify components of instructional 

leadership and to determine differences in the leadership functions 

performed by principals, assistant principals, and department 

chairpersons. 

Responses to the revised study instrument, Sources of 

Instructional Leadership (SOIL), were made by 300 certificated 

personnel in eight comprehensive high schools. Validation evidence 

was gathered in three phases: 1) responses by the entire sample to 

the Instruction-Related Contact (IRC) instrument; 2) responses of a 

subsample of 28 teachers from two schools to the Teacher-Initiated 

Contact (TIC) instrument; and 3) structured interviews with 12 of 

the 28 teachers. 

The validity of the revised SOIL instrument was supported 

by all three validation phases. The IRC instrument was most highly 

correlated with the SOIL instrument within roles, suggesting that 

the contact with teachers about instruction was strongly related to 

perceived leadership. Similarly, in the regression analysis, nearly 

half the variance in SOIL mean scores was accounted for by the IRC 

mean score for the same role. In addition, the coefficient of this 

variable was in general the only significant coefficient entered. 
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xiii 

The TIC instrument appeared to provide strong validation for the SOIL 

scores of the department chairperson, based on Spearman Rank Order 

Correlations, but was less effective for principal and assistant 

principal. The interview data provided validation for the relative 

ranking of roles on each item for the SOIL instrument, as well as the 

prediction of highest and lowest department chairpersons within a 

school. 

A factor analysis resulted in six or seven factors for each 

role, with the first factor accounting for the largest proportion of 

the variance. For the principal role the primary factor involved 

managerial functions in creating policies, facilitating communication, 

and securing resources to improve instructional programs. For both 

assistant principal and department chairperson roles, the primary 

factor involved direct instructional interventions. 

Descriptive statistics and ANOVAs provided evidence that the 

three roles perform different instructional leadership functions. 

Overall, the assistant principal performed the most important role, 

and the principal the least important. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The principalship has been a major focus of study in educa

tional research for about 25 years beginning with the National 

Principalship Study at Harvard in 1959 (Greenfield, 1982). The 

importance of the principal to the success of the school has been 

highlighted especially by the effective schools research over the 

last 10 years (Austin, 1979; Brookover & Lezotte, 1979; Edmonds, 

1979a, b; Edmonds & Frederiksen, 1978; Klitgaard & Hall, 1973, 1974; 

Phi Delta Kappa, 1980). Although this body of research has been 

the object of methodological criticism (Austin, Garber, & Holowenzak, 

in press; Purkey & Smith, 1983; Rowan, D~/yer, & Bossert, 1982), it 

has contributed to a widespread recognition of the need to improve 

the leadership of school administrators. 

Unfortunately, efforts to study the principalship and to 

improve the quality of leadership are constrained by the lack of 

consensus on what the principal's role should be (Christy, 1977; 

~9bert, 1979; Foskett, 1967; Raymond, 1976; Robinson, 1971; Scott, 

1980; Tryon, 1978). In general, the debate is over whether the 

principal ought to be an instructional leader or a school manager. 

Groups surveyed (teachers, principals, students, parents, superin

tendents, board members) want the principal to be more of an 

instructional leader than reality shows to be true (Christy, 1977; 
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Curran, 1975; DeSautel, 1977; Meyer, 1979; Raymond, 1976). In fact, 

"principals frequently are expected to be all things to all people, 

to do all things and to do them well" (Blumberg & Greenfield, 1980, 

p. 16). In actual practice most principals emphasize the adminis

trative or managerial functions over those of instructional 

leadership (Blumberg & Greenfield, 1980; Lipham & Hoeh, 1974; 

Roe & Drake, 1974). Howell (1981) observed that in most cases 

"innovative instructional leadership is shelved and replaced by 

the realities of personal survival and crisis management" (p. 333). 

Difficulties in understanding the principalship have their 

origin not only in role ambiguity but also in measurement issues. 

Early studies measured only leader personality attributes, but as 

Stogdill (1948) noted, this path of research was not particularly 

enlightening. Research then shifted to a focus on leader style, 

for which the Leader Behavior Description Questionnaire (LBDQ) was 

the major instrument used (Stogdill & Coons, 1957). The LBDQ 

identifies two primary factors to describe leadership styles: 

Initiating Structure behaviors (task orientation) and Consideration 

behaviors (person orientation). This instrument and others like it 

are reputational measures, which suffer from validity and reliabil

ity problems due to the halo effect inherent in high inference 

items and the tendency for responses to be more reflective of the 

respondent than the principal (Erickson, 1967, 1977). Furthermore, 

they ask respondents to evaluate behavior, not to report it, so 
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that they do not provide practical information about what the 

principal actually does when exerting instructional leadership 

(Rowan et al., 1982). 

As a result of these problems, recent research has taken a 

new approach: looking at the actual behavior of the principal. 

One branch of this research involves studies which replicate the 

work of Mintzberg (1973) in tracking a manager's use of time 

(Chapman & Willis, 1982; Kmetz & Willower, 1982; Larson, Bussom, & 

Vicars, 1981; Martin & Willower, 1981; O'Dempsey, 1976; 

Willis, 1980). Although these studies have provided insights into 

how managers actually spend their time, they have not been 

particularly helpful in getting beyond the superficial level of 

time allotment and observable characteristics of a manager's work 

day. 

The work of Wolcott (1973), which has not been widely 

replicated yet, provides another approach to studying principal 

behavior, using ethnographic methods of nonparticipant observation, 

enumeration~ document analysis, and interviews. Wolcott's work 

has given some insight into the inner world of the elementary 

school principal and the cultural components of life in that role. 

None of this work, however, has suggested what a principal 

actually does to perform the instructional leadership functions. 

In fact, these studies have confirmed informal observations of, and 

accounts by, principals that crisis management and survival take 

precedence over instructional leadership. Furthermore, the failure 
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to discover a "one-best-style" of leadership has led to studies 

showing that situational variables can call forth different leader

ship behaviors (Baehr, 1975; DeBevoise, 1984; Dwyer, 1984; Hall, 

Rutherford, Hord, & Huling, 1984; Salley, McPherson, & Baehr, 1979; 

Stewart, 1972; Thomas, 1978). 

Statement of Problem 

Research on the instructional leadership role of the 

principal suffers from several deficits, which serve to limit the 

application of research to the training of principals and the 

improvement of leadership. 

First, it focuses almost exclusively on the elementary 

school (Rowal et al., 1982). Recent research suggesting that 

educational institutions may be "loosely coupled" entities 

(Bidwell, 1965; Deal & Celotti, 1977; Weick, 1976) is especially 

true at the secondary level, where departmentalization and 

increased staff complexity create a different setting for 

instructional leadership (Firestone & Herriott, 1982a, b; 

Glatthorn & Newberg, 1984; Newberg & Glatthorn, 1983). 

Conclusions appropriate to the elementary principal may not "fit" 

the demands placed on the secondary principal. 

Second, past research has overemphasized style of leader

ship and patterns of work activity. What is needed is a closer 

look at actual instructional functions performed by the principal 

(Charters, 1977; Duke, 1982; Hall, Rutherford, & Griffin, 1982). 

Styles do not conSistently account for much of the variance in 
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outcomes (Yukl & Van Fleet, 1982) and do not explain the behavior 

that creates a given style. 

Third, research has tended to focus exclusively on the 

principal as the instructional leader and has failed to recognize 

that functions might be performed by others as well (Gersten, 

Carnine, & Green, 1982a, b; Hard, Hall, & Stiegelbauer, 1983; 

Kennedy, 1978). In addition, research on administrative teams as 

units is lacking (Knezevich, 1975, 1982). 

Finally, concern for instrumentation has not been a priority 

in educational administration research. Charters (1977) noted the 

need to consider accurate measurement of variables, with attention 

to the psychometric properties of the measure. Most research tends 

to rely on either researcher-developed instruments with few 

psychometric properties or the LBDQ, whose validity has been 

questioned (Erickson, 1967, 1977). 

Purpose 

This study was an attempt to improve and validate an 

instrument measuring sources of instructional leadership functions 

at the secondary level. The study attempted to establish the 

convergent validity of the instrument by measuring the strength of 

its relationship to other behaviors concerned with instruction. 

The study also identified major components of instructional 

leadership as measured by this instrument, and determined that 

these components vary across different leadership positions in the 

school. 
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Significance of the Study 

The results of this study have provided school districts 

with psychometric data on an instrument which can then be used to 

determine how instructional leadership is being delivered at the 

secondary level. Psychometric data are needed to ensure that the 

instrument actually measures instructional leadership, and is 

responsive to true differences among schools rather than to 

differences among respondents. Such an instrument has potential 

uses in high school settings for building a balanced staffing 

pattern, for facilitating school improvement efforts by identifying 

areas needing leadership, and for developing inservice for 

administrators to manage multiple sources of leadership. 

Limitations of the Study 

The study was limited to comprehensive high schools in one 

school district in Tucson, Arizona. To the extent that the organi

zation of staff and the delivery of administrative leadership were 

dissimilar to those in other districts, it may not be possible to 

generalize the results to other schools. Since only high schools 

were used, the results may not be applicable to elementary and 

junior high or middle schools. 

Potential sources for bias in response rate were 

considered: 

1. Teachers were in the middle of negotiations with the 

district and tensions were high; 
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2. The time of year (April/May) was a busy one for teachers, 

and an extra task might have been ignored; 

3. The survey was voluntary; teachers could have chosen not 

to respond, according to district research guidelines. 

Assumptions of the Study 

Although the high schools used in this study were from the 

same district, they were diverse in student body and teacher 

composition as well as student body size. Thus they were assumed 

to be representative of diverse schools in large urban centers in 

the Southwest, and an adequate source of data. 

It was also assumed that the study instrument was 

sufficiently valid and reliable to generate adequate data. Given 

the potential sources of bias in response rate, it was assumed that 

steps could be taken to increase the response rate and thus control 

this bias. 
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

The issue of instructional leadership in secondary schools 

has roots in three bodies of research. The effective schools 

research base has clearly identified instructional leadership as a 

strong characteristic of effective schools. Research based on 

leadership theory has looked at managers (with applications to 

school administrators) in terms of antecedents and consequences to 

their behaviors, as well as common characteristics of all leadership. 

Organizational theory has provided a way to consider the context in 

which leadership operates and the interactions of leader behavior 

with this context. Each of these bodies of literature will be 

reviewed, with emphasis on its relevance to the components of this 

study. 

Effective Schools Research 

The early research tradition, which Ralph and Fennessey 

(1983) called research on IIschool effects ll as opposed to lIeffective 

schools ll research, produced discouraging results as to the impact 

of schools on pupil achievement (Central Advisory Council for 

Education, 1967; Coleman et al., 1966; Jencks et al., 1972). These 

studies identified as most influential those variable which are 

least susceptible to manipulation, such as family background and 
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student ability. Manipulable variables such as number of library 

books, teacher salaries, and new school buildings, showed little 

relationship to achievement. 

The more recent research trend, the study of effective 

schools, has challenged these earlier assumptions by: 1) extending 

the number of alterable variables (Bloom, 1980, 1981), 2) consider

ing effects at the student level (not aggregated by school or 

district), and 3) comparing schools which are especially effective 

at increasing achievement with schools that are consistently low 

scoring. The assumption of this new research is "that all children, 

excepting only those of certifiable handicap, are eminently 

educable, and the behavior of the school is critical in determining 

the quality of that education ll (Edmonds & Frederiksen, 1978, p. 4). 

Purkey and Smith (1983) in an extensive review of the 

literature identified three kinds of effective schools studies: 

1) outlier studies, using schools whose student achievement scores 

are higher or lower than would be expected, based on student body 

demographics (Austin, 1979; Edmonds & Frederiksen, 1978; 

Klitgaard & Hall, 1973, 1974; Spartz et al., 1977); 2) case 

studies, in which a few exemplary schools are studied in great 

depth (Brookover & Lezotte, 1979; California State Department of 

Education, 1980; Phi Delta Kappa, 1980; Weber, 1971), and 

3) program evaluations, in which researchers seek variables which 
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explain why certain programs are effective {Armor et al., 1976; 

Trisman, Waller, & Wilder, 1976; Wellisch, Macqueen, Carriere, & 

Duck, 1978}. 

The effective schools research has been criticized recently 

as being methodologically weak {Airasian, Kellaghan, & Madaus, 

1979; Austin et al.~ in press; Cuban, 1983; Purkey & Smith, 1983; 

Ralph & Fennessey, 1983; Rowan et al., 1982}. Nevertheless, a 

number of characteristics do appear to be associated consistently 

with effective schools, and many of these are related to instruc

tional leadership. Important characteristics concern how schools 

organize and use available resources as well as actual processes 

and practices which contribute ~0 achievement (Cohen, 1982). 

1. strong principal leadership, especially concerning 

instruction, 

2. a safe and orderly school climate, 

3. a school-wide emphasis on basic skills as a primary goal, 

4. high teacher and administrator expectations for the 

achievement of all students, and 

5. the existence of a system, tied to instructional objec

tives, to monitor and assess student performance. 

Related characteristics include high task orientation 

(Brookover & Lezotte, 1979), high structure (Madaus, Airasian, & 

Kellaghan, 1980), concern for instruction, communication about 

instruction, and responsibility assumed by administrators for 

instruction (Wellisch et al., 1978). Effective schools also have 
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a sense of purpose and emphasize shared decision-making, teacher 

accountability, and inservice training (California State'Department 

of Education, 1980); as well as the coordination of curriculum, 

available resources, and collaborative planning among teachers 

(Levine & Stark, 1981). Clearly stated rules with consistent and 

fair enforcement (U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, 

1978), instructional support to teachers, and consensus on 

objectives are also important in effective schools (Marcus et al., 

1976). 

All of these factors clearly involve administrators, which 

generally refers to the principal, since most of the effective 

schools research has been carried out in elementary schools, having 

only one administrator. In a survey study of factors which affect 

the continuation of programs after funding stops, Berman and 

McLaughlin (1977) found that leadership and support of the 

principal is vital, since the principal is the IIgatekeeper of 

change II (p. 123). In particular, this study found that principals 

whom teachers viewed as effective instructional leaders were 

identified as the source of new ideas and materials. Roberts and 

Smith (1982) also reported that the principal was involved in the 

academic program in schools where instructional improvements were 

occurring. 

Leadership Theory 

Stogdill IS (1974) Handbook of Leadership is testimony to 

the extensive research and theory base which has developed for the 
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construct of leadership. Katz and Kahn (1966) identified three 

distinct meanings of the term: attribute of a position, 

characteristic of a person, and category of behavior. In all three 

cases, leadership is a relational term, requiring an influencing 

agent and persons influenced. By the first definition, leadership 

as a positional attribute, administrators are leaders by virtue of 

their formal position. However, the effectiveness of a formal 

leader depends largely on the other two definitions and it is on 

these definitions that most of the research and theory has been 

focused. 

Lipham (1982), in attempting to categorize approaches to 

the study of leadership, identified five dimensions on which 

leadership can be measured: 1) locus (the social system within 

which leadership occurs), 2) frequency (how often a leader engages 

in leadership), 3) potency (the magnitude of change initiated by 

the leader), 4) scope (how specific or diffuse a leadership role 

is in terms of functions ascribed to it), and 5) style (orientation 

of the leader to the group and task). 

The locus of leadership, for the purpose of this review, 
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is the educational system, and specifically building administrators, 

although relevant literature from other social systems is also cited. 

The preponderance of research on administrative leadership has 

focused on style and scope. Recent research has also considered 

frequency and potency. 



Leadership as a Personal Characteristic 

Early studies of leaders focused on their personal 

attributes, in an effort to improve the selection of leaders by 

identifying traits of successful leaders (Sergiovanni & Carver, 

1980). After an extensive review of the leadership literature, 

Stogdill (1948) concluded that traits alone do not create a leader, 

and that situational variables must also be considered. 

A recent echo of this conclusion came from Tosi (1982), who 

argued that a charismatic image of the leader is inadequate. People 

cannot "learn" charismatic leadership but they can learn leadership 

behaviors. Furthermore, other factors besides charismatic leader

ship act to influence organizational effectiveness. 

Leadership as Behavior 

Lipham (1973) defined leadership as the "behavior of an 

individual which initiates changes in goals, objectives, 

configurations, procedures, inputs, processes, and ultimately the 

output of a social system" (p. 6). For Lipham (1964, 1973) the 

important distinction between leader behavior and administrative 

behavior is the initiation of new structures. Katz and Kahn (1966), 

on the other hand, considered administration 1 or the use of 

structure to keep the organization in motion, a type of leadership 

behavior. Their other two types of leadership, policy formation 

(the introduction of structural change) and improvisation (the 

alteration of existing structure) fit more closely the definition 

used by Lipham. 
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Regardless of which distinction is used, researchers agree 

that influence is the key factor for effective leadership behavior. 

Burack (1978), for example, defined leadership behavior as lithe 

extent to which an individual in face-to-face interactions can 

influence others to resolve effectively problems without arousing 

hostilityll (p. 30). Similarly, Katz and Kahn (1966) noted that 

lIevery act of influence on a matter of organizational relevance 

is in some degree an act of leadership" (p. 302). 

Recognizing that leaders exert influence has helped to 

focus a considerable amount of research on questions of leader 

style. The Getzels-Guba model of leader behavior in organizations 

(Getzels & Guba, 1954~ 1957) identified three basic styles: 

Nomethetic (emphasizing the demands and expectations of the 

organization), Idiographic (emphasizing the needs of the 

individual), and Transactional (emphasizing both Nomethetic and 

Idiographic behavior, at different times). House (1971) described 

three leadership styles: Instrumental (with clear delineation of 

relationships in the organization), Supportive (with extensions of 

friendship and warmth toward the work group), and Participative 

(with involvement of subordinates in the decision-making process). 

By far the most influential work, in terms of research to 

measure leader behavior, has been the leadership studies initiated 

in 1945 at Ohio State University (Stogdill & Coons, 1957). This 

research eventually identified two dimensions of leader behavior: 

Initiating Structure (behavior which establishes well-defined 
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patterns of organization, relationships, procedures, and 

communication) and Consideration (behavior which communicates 

friendship, trust, respect, and a warm relationship with staff). 

This research used an instrument which has been widely applied to 

studies of school administrators, the LBDQ (Leader Behavior Des

cription Questionnaire). Studies using the LBDQ rely on teacher 

perception of a principal·s style of operating, and frequently 

relate these perceptions to subordinate performance and/or 

satisfaction. 

The research on leadership style, especially using the LBDQ, 

has been severely criticized, both in its methodology and outcomes. 

Sashkin and Garland (1978) have characterized the mid-1960·s field 

research on leadership as lIa mad search for such moderator variables 

which regulate, condition, or attenuate the leader behavior (C/IS) 

[Consideration/Initiating Structure] -- subordinate attitude/per

formance relationshipll (p. 75). As these reviewers pointed out, 

no consistent moderator variables have been identified. 

Erickson (1967, 1977) suggested that it may not be accurate 

to attribute between-system differences to the administrator alone, 

since observed differences may also be attributed to respondent 

groups. He noted, for instance, that the halo effect is a 

potential problem, since items concerned with leadership style 

require high inference on the part of the observer. Studies 

reviewed by Erickson (1967) indicated that persons with more 

contact with their administrator did not show any less variance 
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in their responses than those with less contact. Alternative 

explanations are also possible, with instruments like the LBDQ: 

organizations with certain outcomes (due to other factors) may tend 

to hire managers with a given style. 

In addition to research on leadership style, another 

primary focus of research on principals has been in the area of 

scope: defining the nature of the principal's role. In general 

these studies have looked at perceptions of persons in various 

positions about what the role of the principal actually is and/or 

what it ought to be (Curran, 1975; DeSautel, 1977; Meyer, 1979). 

Results have pointed to the ambiguity of the principal's role, in 

that little agreement exists except that most respondents think the 

principal ought to be more of an instructional leader than 

observers say is true (Christy, 1977; Curran, 1975; Foskett, 1967; 

Raymond, 1976; Robinson, 1971; Scott, 1980; Tryon, 1978). 

Research on the scope of leadership suffers from many of 

the same problems as research on styles: neither type identifies 

what the manager or principal actually does. For example, it is 

unclear what behaviors lie behind "rul es with an iron hand" (an 

LBDQ item) or "directs" or "motivates". Furthermore, neither type 

of research provides information on what influences a principal's 

role or style, or how the principal allocates time to various 

activiti es. 

Research has recently been directed at filling this gap. 

Some studies, based on the diary approach used in research on 
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business managers, have asked principals to report time in various 

activities. Vann (1978), for example, asked 50 elementary 

principals to estimate the average weekly time spent on each of 

several functions, and found that time allocations were most 

strongly related to the principals ' perceptions of what their 

superiors wanted done. In the National Association of Secondary 

School Principals (NASSP) study (Gordon & McIntyre, 1978) which 

used the same technique, effective principals reported spending 'the 

most amount of time on school management, followed by personnel and 

program development. The least amount of time was spent on parent 

meetings, district office matters, and professional development. 

In order to gather more direct information about principal 

behavior, other researchers have carried out lengthy observational 

studies of principals in action. Pentecost (1971), for example, 

observed a secondary principal for 40 consecutive days, looking at 

functions performed, the types of activities, and the people with 

whom the principal interacted. She concluded that the principal 

had to delegate most noninstructional functions in order to be an 

educational leader. Mintzberg's (1973) method of tracking a 

manager's time has also been applied to school principals. Martin 

and Willower (1981), for example, determined that high school 

principals were preoccupied with pupil control and extracurricular 

activities and were not actively engaged in the instructional 

processes of their schools. Other studies are rooted in the 

ethnographic tradition pioneered in education by Wolcott (1973). 
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In his classic study of the world of an elementary principal, 

Wolcott determined among other findings, that principals were not 

change agents or instructional leaders, but spent most of their 

time "putting out fires," surviving the system, and dealing with 

"impression management". 

Instructional Leadership 
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Although recent research on the leadership and administrative 

behavior of the principal has suggested that instructional leader

ship is often a low priority, it remains of interest to researchers 

because of its inherent appeal and the link with student achievement 

consistently noted in effective schools. In fact, DeBevoise (1984) 

defined instructional leadership as "those actions that a principal 

takes or delegates to others, to promote growth in student 

learning" (p. 15). These actions include defining the purpose of 

the school, setting goals, providing resources, supervising and 

evaluating, coordinating staff development, and creating collegial 

relationships among the faculty. 

Evidence from the effective schools research has shown that 

principals who are instructional leaders engage in "activities that 

significantly affect the learning that goes on in the school" 

(Mazzarella, 1982, p. 2). The case study reported by Mazzarella 

noted that effective elementary principals were involved in 

inservice and supervision, discipline and other forms of support, 

obtaining and allocating resources, coordination, and trouble

shooting. Highly effective elementary principals in a study of 



tasks and interactions were found to spend the largest portion of 

their time directing and supervising instruction and curriculum 

(Lehman, 1980). At the secondary level, the NASSP study (Gorton & 

McIntyre, 1978) found that effective principals were highly visible, 

especially with students, and believed that their actions were 

important to climate and morale. 
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Effective principals have also been contrasted with less 

effective principals. Leithwood and Montgomery (1982), in a major 

review of the literature, concluded that the role of the effective 

elementary school principal in school improvement was decidedly 

different in behavior and attitude from that of the typical 

principal. In a study of alternative programs, Thomas (1982) found 

that principals who gave support (Facilitators) or who took an active 

interest in the program (Directors) were most likely to succeed in 

implementing an alternative program. Those who provided teacher 

autonomy (Administrators) were least able to coordinate this process. 

Despite the overwhelming view that instructional leadership 

on the part of the principal is crucial to the success of school 

programs, several studies have reported finding that principals may 

be less important than was previous believed, especially in 

secondary schools (Persell, 1982). Kennedy (1978), for example, 

reported that effective federal compensatory education programs can 

succeed with minimal principal support. In one school improvement 

study, active instructional leadership was provided by carefully 

trained supervisors and staff consultants, not principals 



(Gersten & Carnine, 1982). In a report of the Chicago Mastery 

Learning Program, Levine and Stark (1981) noted positive effects 

from strong administrative support from district offices for 

resources and staff development. Associated with effectiveness in 

Early Childhood Education programs were district support, widespread 

involvement, and delegation of decision making to those who must 

implement the program (California State Department of Education, 

1980). This study noted that quality of leadership was more 

important than its source. 

In a slightly different approach, Hall, Rutherford, and 

Griffin (1982) reported that principals' impact on instruction was 

uneven because principals could be either initiators, managers, or 

responders. However, successful schools in this study did not 

always have principals who were initiators. As long as someone in 

the school was initiating tasks, the principal could successfully 

function as a responder or manager. The principal must, however, 

provide sanction. Howell (1981) added that the effective principal 

is more likely to be an educational manager than an instructional 

leader, performing a catalytic and synthesizing role. 

Attempting to combine the two perspectives of educational 

management and instructional leadership, Bossert, Dwyer, Rowan, and 

Lee (1982) referred to the "instructional management" role of the 

principal. Hanney and Stevens (1984), in an indepth observational 

study of an elementary principal, similarly concluded that 
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principals perform both direct and indirect functions and that the 

indirect functions are important because they mediate school 

climate. 

In sum, the literature suggests two trends: 1) not enough 

consideration has been given to the contributions of other school 

personnel to instructional leadership, and 2) too much emphasis 

has been placed on those leadership functions which involve direct 

contact with the instructional process, and too little attention 

has been given to the indirect functions by which instruction is 

influenced. 

Although instructional leadership is known to be important 

for instructional effectiveness, the construct lacks conceptual 

clarity and may in fact carry different meanings in different 

studies. In an early study, Gross ar.d Herriott (1965) attempted to 

provide clarification with the construct of Executive Professional 

Leadership (EPL), or lithe effort of an executive ... to conform to a 

definition of his role that stresses his obligation to improve the 

quality of staff performance" (p. 8). They found positive relation

ships between EPL and staff morale, the performance of teachers and 

student learning. EPL was greater in small schools, for principals 

who included teachers in decision making. They concluded that 

principals should do more than provide only routine administrative 

services to their staffs. However, even in this study, where great 

care was given to defining the construct, Erickson (1977) noted 

contradictions between two components of the construct: respect 
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for teacher professionalism and close supervision of instruction 

by the principal. 

Recent scholars have attempted to improve the study of 

leadership by redefining it in terms of functions (Duke, 1982; 

Gersten & Carnine, 1981; Glatthorn & Newberg, 1984; Newberg & 

Glatthorn, 1983). Duke (1982), for instance, suggested that 

"functions" implies a set of behaviors and skills which is more 

useful ln training administrators than the more diffuse notion of 

instructional leadership, which suggests a unitary and stable set 

of personal characteristics. Gersten and Carnine (1981) proposed 

the more specific concept of "support functions" for four reasons: 

1) is easier to define and operationalize; 2) allows a focus on the 

total leadership structure rather than a single person; 3) allows 

research on a team approach to administration; and 4) can 

integrate research on several groups, with multiple data-gathering 

methods. 

Specific functions associated with instructional leadership 

have been suggested. Duke (1982) identified four direct functions 

and two indirect functions which principals should perform in order 

to assure that instruction in their schools is effective. The 

direct functions are: 1) staff development (recruiting, inservice, 

motivation), 2) instructional support (worthwhile meetings, 

monitoring of student attendance, orderly atmosphere, reduction of 

interruptions, reductions of paperwork), 3) resource acquisition 

and allocation (materials, facilities, support personnel), and 
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4) quality control (evaluation, supervision, administration of 

rewards and sanctions). Indirect functions, by which organizational 

structures are created or maintained to facilitate instruction, are: 

1) coordination, and 2)· troubleshooting. Newberg and Glatthorn 

(1983) identified 31 separate functions and used an empirical 

approach (factor analysis) to identify functional categories. 

Organizational Theory 

Shartle (1958) defined an organization as "an arrangement 

of related functions in which persons perform tasks that contribute 

to one or more common objectives" (p. 75). In developing a model 

for studying behavior in organizations, Shartle argued that a 

person's performance can at least partly be predicted by knowing 

something about the stable patterns of events occurring in the 

organization. These patterns of events are parallel to what 

Parsons (1956) called structure, and are based in value patterns 

which define the relationship of the organization to its own 

situation and which guide the behavior of participants. 

Thompson (1967) proposed that this internal pattern of 

relationships provides boundaries for members and facilitates 

coordination of interdependent elements in the organization. Thus 

structure provides both opportunities and constraints for action. 

Willower (1982) supported this more sociological approach to 

structure in describing schools, and defined structure in this 

sense as lithe patterned, repetitive features of school life that 
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provide relative stability and continuity within whatever unit is 

under consideration ll (pp. '89-90). 

Social systems theory has been useful in understanding the 

behavior of leaders in many organizations, including schools. 

Lipham (1982) suggested that the school as an open system is dynamic 

and interactive, organized to convert inputs (material and human 

resources) to outputs (staff and student outcomes), but with 

reciprocal influence among these components. The view of schools 

as nested layers (Barr & Dreeban, 1981), ,with each organizational 

level defining the boundaries and quality of the layer below, also 

supports the open systems theory. 

The nested characteristic of schools was suggested 

originally by Parsons (1958), when he applied the technical, 

managerial, and instructional dimensions to school organizations. 

This view of schools as loose linkages among relatively independent 

subsystems has generally been referred to as "loose coupling" 
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(March & Olsen, 1975; Weick, 1976) or "decoupling" (Meyer & Rowan, 

1978). According to Weick (1976), loose coupling suggests that while 

coupled events are responsive to each other, "each event also 

preserves its own identity and some evidence of its physical or 

logical separateness" (p. 3). Systems are loosely coupled to the 

extent that they share few common variables and are thereby 

independent of each other. 

Schools seem to fit the image of loosely coupled systems, 

for several reasons (Willower, 1982). Goals are very general and 
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clear criteria for success are missing. The absence of a work 

technology, th~ high level of training of teachers, their militancy 

and desire fo)' autonomy all contribute to loose coupling. Some 

researchers have in fact suggested that the images of schools 

appropriate to the bureaucratic model are inadequate in the face of 

loose coupling. Burlingame (1979) recommended two new metaphors for 

schools: transportation terminals and international treaties. 

Firestone (1980) rejected the image of anarchy as overstating the 

case for loose coupling, and presented three other images to describe 

schools: the sect, the legislature, and the hospital. 

Loose coupling is not a characteristic of schools which 

occurs consistently throughout the organization, however. As Weick 

(1976) noted, coupling patterns vary throughout. They will be tight 

in some places and loose in others. This variation is true within 

a school and between schools. For example, the teacher-student 

linkage may be tighter than the principal-teacher linkage. The 

loose coupling between teachers and principal has been pointed out 

in the lack of consensus between teachers and principals about 

school policies, rules, and practices (Meyer, Scott, Cole, & 

Intil;, 1978). Hannaway and Sproull (1979) found that central 

office and building administrators did not have much reciprocal 

influence, especially on instruction. Deal and Celotti (1977) also 

reported that personnel at the higher echelons do not have much 

effect on instruction. 



The loose coupling construct also explains reported 

differences between elementary and secondary schools. For example, 

elementary schools find it easier to implement changes (Berman & 

McLaughlin, 1977); elementary teachers see the principal as an 

instructional leader more than do secondary teachers, even when 

there is no difference for size (Redwine & Dubick, 1978); secondary 

schools are low on goal concensus and centralization, as compared 

to elementary schools (Firestone & Herriott, 1982a, b). 
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Secondary schools are recognized as different from 

elementary schools, particularly in staff size, departmentalization, 

and multiple goals (Firestone & Herriott, 1982a). This structural 

diversity makes it difficult to create a consensus on goals, to 

involve the principal as a subject matter specialist, and to expect 

direct and frequent communication with the principal. The 

instructional leadership behavior of administrators at the secondary 

level, then, can be characterized as facilitative, involving 

symbolic behavior and resource allocation more often than frequent 

or direct communication (Firestone & Herriott, 1982a). 

One of the solutions to the problem of being an instructional 

leader at the secondary level, given the constraints of loose 

coupling, is to distribute the leadership functions to others. 

Gersten, Carnine, and Green (1982b), for example, pointed out that 

"it is clear that certain activities must be performed, and certain 

structures must be present, but it is less important who performs 

many of the activities" (p. 48). Glatthorn and Newberg (1984) 



similarly suggested that at the secondary level a team approach is 

more realistic, with the principal providing general managerial 

direction rather than directly affecting curriculum and instruc

tional matters. In fact, such a team approach, with the delegation 

of authority, may serve to tighten a loosely coupled system. 

Summarx 

Instructional leadership in education has been studied 

within three bodies of scholarship: effective schools research, 

leadership theory, and organizatio~al theory. 

Effective schools research, in focusing on alterable 

variables within the school which have a positive effective on 

student outcomes, has identified strong principal leadership in 

instruction as a key variable. Related behaviors by administrators 

include assuming responsibility for instruction, coordination of 

curriculum, and providing instructional support and new ideas to 

teachers. 

Leadership theory has provided some ways to conceptualize 

the construct of leadership. A major thrust has been to view 

leadership as a set of behaviors or functions rather than a formal 

position or personal characteristic. Research on leadership style 

has been heavily used in education, with the Guba-Getzels model and 

instruments like the LBDQ. Other research has tried to define the 

nature of the principal's role and has determined that the role is 

an ambiguous one which has less of an instructional focus than is 

desirable. 
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Recent leadership research has focused specifically on 

concrete behaviors and the allocation 'of time by principals. This 

research has been conducted with diaries, self-reporting instruments, 

and observation. Results indicate that instructional leadership is 

a low priority for many principals, although studies consistently 

show it to be a quality of effective schools. 

The most current research suggests that while instructional 

leadership is important for schools, it need not be delivered by 

the principal. This fact is even more true at the secondary level, 

where parts of the system are so loosely coupled that the effective 

principal may not provide all (or even most) of the instructional 

leadership. The critical facts in successful schools seem to that 

these leadership functions are performed, whether by the principal 

or by other personnel. 

Organizational theory has also contributed to the study of 

instructional leadership in schools, by providing some understanding 

of the context in which leadership occurs. Recently, schools have 

been studied as IIloosely coupled" systems, in contrast to the 

traditional bureaucratic model. Loose coupling helps to explain 

variations in the linkages among groups within a school, as well as 

differences in how elementary and secondary staffs view their 

principals. 

The realities of loose coupling have led to research which 

suggests that leadership functions are perhaps best distributed 

among several persons in the organization. In such a view, 



effectiveness is dependent on the performance of certain critical 

functions with less regard for who is performing them. 
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CHAPTER 3 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the research 

methodology and trefltment of data. The following subheadings are 

included: Population and Sample, Research Instruments, Control 

for Bias, Measurement Issues, Variables, Research Hypotheses, 

Statistical Hypotheses, and Treatment of Data. 

Population and Sample 

The target population for the study was large public urban 

high schools. The accessible population consisted of large urban 

public high schools in the Southwest. 

The population used for the administration of the study 

instruments and one validation instrument included eight of the 

nine comprehensive high schools in the largest public school 

district in Arizona. All administrators, librarians, guidance 

counselors, and teachers (excluding those employed for less than 

40 percent time) in these schools were surveyed. 

A 50 percent stratified (by department) random sample of 

teachers (excluding department chairpersons) was selected from each 

of two of these schools to complete a second validation instrument. 

The two schools were selected because they represented different 
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patterns both in the distribution of leadership functions by role 

and in the overall amount of instructional leadership perceived. 

Research Instruments 

Three instruments were used in this study to gather data on 

the delivery of instructional leadership: a survey of Sources of 

Instructional Leadership (SOIL), Instruction-Related Contact with 

Teachers (IRC), and Teacher-Initiated Contact About Instruction 

(TIC). In addition, each teacher was asked to indicate the name of 

their school and department. 

Sources of Instructional Leadership (SOIL) 

A modified version of the Sources of Instructional 

Leadership (SOIL) instrument (Newberg & Glatthorn, 1983) was used 

to measure amount and source of instructional .leadership in the 

eight schools. The original instrument (Appendix A) had good face 

validity; however, directions, response categories, and analyses 
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were modified because of problems with its measurement scale, scoring 

system, and the use of psychometrics: 

1. The original instrument used a three-point scale which 

permits less discrimination and therefore lowers its 

reliability (Nunnally, 1967). 

2. The two point descriptors, "provides leadership" and 

"contributes leadership", were unclear and could be subject 

to multiple interpretations, suggesting another source of 

unreliability and lack of validity. A blank space (when 



the other two categories are inappropriate) did not allow 

for a distinction to be made between IIdon't know ll , IIdon't 

wish to answer ll , and II ne ither contributes nor provides ll
• 

3. The high classification rate for the discriminant function 

reported by the authors was likely due to an overdetermined 

matrix, since the study analyzed results by school, using 

about the same number of variables as subjects per school. 

4. The existence of different factor structures at each school 

was not a conclusive argument for the instrument's validity. 

Different factor structures could occur from random error 

because of the ratio of respondents to items. 

5. The low ratings for department chairpersons might have been 

a function of asking respondents to rate the role across 

all departments in their schools. With such instructions, 

one or two outstanding department chairpersons could be 

overshadowed by the larger number who were not perceived as 

performing many leadership functions. 

To counter some of these problems an expanded response 

scale was developed, using five rather than three points, including 

a II no basis for knowingll category. These responses avoid the 

confusion which surrounds the II performs/contributes li distinction 

by eliminating the term leadership and by asking respondents to 

rate how important a person's role is for each task or function: 

IIdoes not perform this task at a 11 11
, IIperforms task but pl ays an 
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unimportant role", "performs task and plays a somewhat important 

role", "performs task and plays a very important role". (See 

Appendix B for a copy of the revised instrument.) 

Instruction-Related Contact with Teachers (IRC) 

A second instrument used in all schools was a nine-item 

questionnaire measuring how often each role incumbent communicates 

with teachers about instructional matters. The response categories 

were on a six-point scale: "not at all ll
, IIl ess than once a month II , 

"one or two times a month", IIthree or four times a month ll
, " more 

than four times a month", "no basis for knowing". (See Appendix B 

for a copy of the instrument.) 

Teacher-Initiated Contact About Instruction (TIC) 

A stratified (by department) random sample of teachers in 

two schools completed a third validation instrument (Appendix C) 

containing vignettes of typical instructional problems. Respondents 

were asked to indicate how likely they were to discuss the problem 

with each of the three role incumbents (principal, assistant 

principal, department chairperson): "definitely would not talk 

with II , IIprobably would not talk with", "probably would talk with II , 

"definitely would talk with II , IInot sure ll
• 

Control for Bias 

To increase the probability of a high return rate and to 

avoid response bias among those who did return the questionnaire, 

the following steps were taken: 
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1. The researcher met individually with the four regional 

assistant superintendents to solicit both their permission 

to conduct the study within the regions and their support 

in encouraging cooperation at the building level. 

2. After meeting with the assistant superintendents and 

completing required paperwork for the district research 

office, the researcher met with the principal (usually at 

the same time) and in most cases one assistant principal 

to discuss the study and encourage their interest and 

cooperation. In one case the principal was unavailable and 

the researcher met with two assistant principals. In 

another case the principal delegated all responsibility to 

one assistant principal. In one school the researcher was 

asked to explain the study to the school council, composed 

of department chairpersons, principal, and assistant 

principals. Approval in two other schools was also given 

by such a council, although the researcher was not asked to 

meet with this group. 

3. A cover letter to teachers (Appendix B) briefly explained 

the study and assured confidentiality of responses. 

4. Teachers were able to return the questionnaire directly to 

the researcher with a self-addressed stamped envelope. 

5. No information about teacher background was requested which 

might identify the respondent (e.g., number of years teach

ing at present level). 
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Measurement Issues 

Attention must also be given to the measurement issues of 

validity and reliability. The psychometric issues are important in 

any study in which variable are measured, but they are especially 

relevant to this study because it is an attempt to validate a 

researcher-developed instrument. 

Val idity 

Cronbach (1971) defi ned val i dati on as lithe process of 

examining the accuracy of a specific prediction or inference made 

from a test score" (p. 443), when "test" is defined as any procedure 

for gathering data. The American Psychological Association (1966) 

identified three kinds of validity: 

1. criterion-related (or predictive) validity, in which test 

scores are compared with an external and direct measure of 

the characteristic or behavior; 

2. content validity, in which the test content is shown to 

sample adequately the subject matter about which conclusions 

are made. 

3. construct validity, in which certain explanatory concepts 

are shown to account for performance on the test. 

For this study the emphases will be on content and construct 

validity because the purpose of the instrument is descriptive rather 

than predictive (Cronbach, 1971). Separate validation studies would 

be needed to assess the criterion-related or predictive validity. 
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To validate a descriptive instrument is to determine the appropriate 

level of confidence in the implication of the description (Cronbach, 

1971). 

In the case of an instrument measuring instructional leader

ship, content validation provides assurance that the items reflect 

a fair sampling of behaviors in this area. Construct validation 

assures that a given score on the instrument accurately reflects 
, 

leadership behaviors performed and is not influenced by extraneous 

variables such as characteristics of the respondents or irrelevant 

characteristics of the leader. Construct validation is assessed by 

multiple studies, each based on hypotheses that persons scoring 

high on the test will exhibit certain other behaviors associated 

with the construct, as measured with other (dissimilar) instruments. 

Cronbach (1971) called this type of construct validity the 

IIconvergence of indicators ll (p. 466). Construct validation can also 

be assessed by showing that scores on the instrument are unrelated 

to characteristics assumed not to be related to the construct 

(Cronbach, 1971) but this technique is not included in the present 

study. 

Since items in the Sources of Instructional Leadership 

instrument were developed from a ten-year review of the literature, 

further checked for face validity by a group of practicing 

educators, and pilot tested for clarity (Newberg & Glatthorn, 1983} , 

it is believed to have content validity. Adpatations for this study 

included only modifications to make items more applicable to 
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secondary schools and/or to particular conditions in the sample 

schools. (Appendix A contains the original instrument, with items 

and measurement scale prior to modification for this study.) 

Several of the statistical tests included in this study 

provide convergent validation information on the instrument. The 

construct of instructional leadership at the secondary level 

presupposes that: a) both total leadership and patterns of 

leadership delivery will differ across schools; b) schools at the 

secondary level are in particular characterized by loose coupling, 

so that different leadership functions are performed by different 

roles in the building; c) the frequency with which each role 

incumbent communicates with teacher about instruction should 

correlate with the amount of instructional leadership they are 

perceived to demonstrate; and d) teachers are more likely to 

initiate contact about instruction with those role incumbents who 

are perceived as playing a substantial role in various leadership 

functions in the school. 

Reliability 

A reliable instrument is one which measures a variable in a 

consistent manner. Reliability can also be defined as the absence 

of measurement error in an instrument. That is, items are reliable 

when they are interpreted in essentially the same way by all 

respondents (within a group) and yield similar results across 

respondents and/or across time. 
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Three kinds of reliability are generally recognized: 

test-retest (stability), equivalent forms, and internal consistency 

(Ary, Jacobs, & Razavieh, 1972). Variations within the instrument 

are of greatest concern to this study, so that internal consistency 

coefficients are employed. Cronbach1s Alpha will be used for the 

Sources of Instructional Leadership (SOIL) instrument because it 

uses all information about the consistency of performance from item 

to item within a single form of a test. 

Variables 
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Since this is a validation study for an instrument designed 

to measure instructional leadership functions at the secondary leve1, 

~t is concerned with the relationship of the instrument to variables 

with which the construct of instructional leadership is expected to 

be highly related (convergent validation). 

The following section describes the variables which were 

measured, and how they were operationalized. In some cases the 

variable was operationalized in several ways in order to handle unit 

of analysis differences for certain statistical analyses. 

School Building 

Teacher responses to questionnaire items were grouped by 

school, based on a question asking them for the name of their school. 

School Department 

Teacher responses to questionnaire items were grouped by 

department. Teachers who taught in more than one department were 



asked to respond only for the department in which they spent the 

most teaching time. Staff who held non-teaching positions were 

asked to leave the department question blank, and omit items about 

the department chairperson role. 

Leader Role 

Three administrative roles within the school were specified: 

principal, assistant principal, and department chairperson. Each 

item on all three instruments could be rated for each of these three 

roles. 

Instructional Leadership 

The Sources of Instructional Leadership (SOIL) instrument 

(Newberg & Glatthorn, 1983) was used with a modified scale and 

directions to gather data about the performance of instructional 

leadership functions by each of three roles (principal, assistant 

principal. and department chairperson). 

A mean score for each role was calculated by summing the 

scores across all items within a role, including all respondents 

who answered 17 or more items, and dividing by the number of items 

answered. 

Instruction-Related Contacts with Teachers 

A nine-item scale was used to gather data concerning the 

amount of contact about instruction-related matters and the source 

of this contact. Instruction-related matters were defined for 

teachers as ideas, suggestions, instructions, or requests which 
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are directed at the teacher individually or as a group and which 

pertain to teaching methods, materials, texts, grading, or classroom 

management. 

A mean score for each role was calculated by summing the 

scores across all items within a role, including all respondents 

who answered six or more items, and dividing by the number of items 

answered. 

Teacher-Initiated Contacts About Instruction 

A random sample of teachers in two schools were asked to 

indicate how likely they would be to seek assistance on instruction

related matters from each of the three roles: principal, assistant 

principal, and department chairperson. A series of vignettes was 

used which parallel certain items on the Sources of Instructional 

Leadership instrument. 

A mean score for each item within a role was calculated by 

summing the scores for that item and dividing by the number of 

scores. 

Research Hypotheses 

1. Correlations between amount of perceived instructional 

leadership and amount of instruction-related contact with 

teachers will be higher within roles than between roles. 

2. Different factor profiles will emerge for each role, when 

a factor analysis is run across schools on the Sources of 

Instructional Leadership (SOIL) instrument. 
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3. High schools will differ in total amounts of instructional 

leadership (across roles), amounts of leadership perceived 

to be demonstrated by principal, assistant principal, and 

department chairpersons, and in the source and amount of 

instruction-related contact with teachers. 

4. Differences will exist among departments within and across 

schools in the amount of instructional leadership perceived 

in the department chairperson. 

5. Teachers' perceptions about the sources of instructional 

leadership, both within and across schools, can be explained 

by the amount of contact each role has with teachers con

cerning instruction. 

6. Teacher initiated contacts about instruction will confirm 

the perceptions of teachers about sources of instructional 

leadership in the school. 

7. Interview data will confirm the findings of the SOIL 

analysis concerning amount of leadership demonstrated 

within roles for two selected schools. 

8. The Sources of Instructional Leadership (SOIL) instrument 

has high internal reliability. 

Statistical Hypotheses 

1. The correlations of mean score for the Sources of 

Instructional Leadership (SOIL) instrument and mean score 

for the Instruction-Related Contact (IRC) instrument within 
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a role will not be significantly higher than the 

correlation across roles. 

2. Factor profiles will not differ for any role on the Sources 

of Instructional Leadership (SOIL) instrument. 

3. There will be no significant difference among high schools 

in: 

a. total amounts of instructional leadership (across 

roles), 

b. amounts of leadership provided by different leader 

roles (principal, assistant principal, and department 

chairperson) , 

c. amount of instruction-related contact with teachers 

by persons in various leader roles. 

4. Departments within and across schools will not differ in the 

amount of leadership perceived in their department 

chairpersons. 

5. The variability in leadership scores for each role on the 

Sources of Instructional Leadership (SOIL) instrument will 

not be accounted for significantly by any of the scores on 

the Instruction-Related Contact (IRC) instrument. 

6. The score for each role on the Teacher-Initiated Contact 

(IRe) instrument will not be significantly correlated to 

the score for the same role on the Sources of Instructional 

Leadership (SOIL) instrument. 
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Treatment of Data 

1. Pearson Product Moment Correlations between the mean 

perceived leadership score of each role on the SOIL 

instrument and the IRC instrument for all roles, calculated 

across schools. 

2. Factor analysis of the SOIL instrument, calculated across 

schools for each of the three roles. 

3. A two-way mixed design ANOVA with schools as the between 

factor, leader role as a repeated measures factor, and 

instructional leadership (on the SOIL instrument) as the 

dependent variable. 

4. A two-way mixed design ANOVA with school as the between 

factor, leader role as a repeated measures factor, and 

instruction-related contact (on the IRC instrument) as the 

dependent variable. 

5. A one-way ANOVA design with department as the factor and 

the instructional leadership for the department chairperson 

role as the dependent variable. 

6. Three regression analyses with instructional leadership for 

each role as the dependent variable and instruction-related 

contact for all three roles as independent variables. 

7. Spearman Rank Order Correlation of the mean TIC score with 

the mean SOIL score across schools for each role, using 

selected matched items. 
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8. Qualitative analysis of interview data to detect patterns 

relative to the SOIL data. 

9. Cronbach's Alpha test of internal consistency across 

schools. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

This chapter is divided into four sections, reporting the 

results for the following sets of analyses: those involving only 

the study instrument, Sources of Instructional Lea~ership (SOIL); 

those concerned with the relationship between the SOIL instrument 

and the first validation instrument, Instruction-Related Contact 

with Teachers (IRC); those concerned with the relationship between 

SOIL and the second validation instrument, Teacher-Initiated Contact 

About Instruction (TIC); and those qualitative analyses involving 

the third validation method, teacher interview. 

Sources of Instructional Leadership Analysis 

The first set of analyses were conducted on the SOIL 

instrument alone. Descriptive statistics were used to determine the 

adequacy of sample size (based on return rates) and to compare roles 

on the basis of item means, standard deviations, and ranking by mean 

score. Other analyses were conducted to identify the underlying 

factor structure for each role and reliability of the instrument and 

to determine if schools, departments, and roles differ significantly 

in instructional leadership ratings. 
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Response Rate 

Response rate data were gathered from analyses of school 

master schedules and teacher rosters and from the frequency program 

of SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences). The Spearman 

Rank Order Correlations were calculated from data appearing in 

Table 1. 
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The initial survey, which included the study instrument 

(SOIL) and one of the validation instruments (IRC), was distributed 

to all teachers, administrators, counselors, and librarians who were 

employed for two or more periods a day in each of eight comprehensive 

high schools in the Tucson Unified School District, Tucson, Arizona. 

This sample consisted of 724 individuals. Three hundred (300) 

survey forms were returned (by mail) to the researcher, for an over

all response rate of 41.44 percent. 

The response statistics by school are represented in 

Table 1. The response range is from a low of 28 at School 7 to a 

high of 48 at School 4. The percent responding within each school 

ranged from 35.44 percent at School 7 to 50 percent at School 5. 

No single school appears to be disproportionately repre

sented in the total response (n = 300). The percent of total 

response represented by anyone school ranges from 9.33 percent at 

School 7 to 16 percent at School 4, with most falling between 10 and 

13 percent. These percentages are reasonably comparable to the 

percent of total sample represented by each school. The conclusion 



Table 1. Response Rate by School. 

Number Survey 
School Responding Date 

1 34 4/27/84 

2 35 4/30/84 

3 32 5/08/84 

4 48 4/27/84 

5 39 4/26/84 

6 44 5/02/84 

7 28 5/17 /84 

8 40 5/10/84 

Totals 300 -

% of School School Response 
Sample as % of 

Responding Total Response 

40.48 11.33 

37.63 11.67 

36.36 10.67 

48.48 16.00 

50.00 13.00 

44.90 14.67 

35.44 9.33 

38.10 13.33 

41.44 100.00 
---

School Sample 
as % of 

Total Sample 

11.60 

12.85 

12.15 

13.67 

10.77 

13.54 

10.91 

14.50 

100.00 

.j::> 
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is warranted, then, that the response rate by school is proportionate 

to school size in relation to total sample size. 

Since the percent of response within schools did vary by 

nearly 15 percent, an exploratory analysis was conducted to determine 

if this difference in response rate might be related to the timing 

of the survey. Because permission to conduct the survey was given 

over a period of three weeks near the end of the school year, the 

study instruments were distributed at different times in each 

school, from the end of April until the third week of May. To test 

this hypothesis schools were ranked in order of receiving the survey 

and in order of percent responding (within the school). A Spearman 

Rank Order correlation was calculated to be .82. The size of this 

coefficient suggests that a strong relationship does exist, and that 

schools which received the instruments earlier did tend to produce a 

higher return rate. 

Response rate data by department (across schools) are 

presented in Table 2. Excluding the nonteaching staff and teachers 

who did not identify their departments, the number of respondents 

ranged from 7 in Home Economics to 47 in English. The highest 

response rate within a department was in Foreign Language (53.85 

percent), while the lowest was in Social Studies (23.33 percent). 

Most of the other departments fell between 30 and 40 percent. 

This response rate, when analyzed as a percent of total 

respondents (including only teachers who identified their depart

ments and excluding nonteaching staff), showed a range from 



Table 2. Response Rate by Department. 

Number % of Department 
Deeartment Reseonding Samele Reseonding 

English 47 39.50 
Social St. 14 23.33 

Math 32 37.65 

Science 26 40.63 
For. Lang. 14 53.85 

Fine Arts 14 35.90 
Business 17 36.17 

Ind. Arts 20 37.74 

Home Ec. 7 46.67 
PEjHealth 20 37.04 
Adapt. Ed. 34 42.50 
Non-Teach 17 20.24 

No Dept. 36 
Blank 2 11 

Department Response 
as % of 

Total Reseonse 

15.67 
4.67 

10.67 
8.67 
4.67 
4.67 
5.67 

6.67 
2.33 

6.67 
11.33 
5.67 

Department Sample 
as % of 

Total Sample 

16.44 
8.29 

11.74 
8.84 
3.59 

5.39 
6.49 
7.32 

2.07 

7.46 
11.05 

11.60 

~ 
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2.33 percent in Home Economics to 15.67 percent in English. Again, 

as was true for the by-school analysis, these department response 

percentages are very close to the percent of total sample 

represented by each department. The sample responding, therefore, 

can be considered a representative sample. With the ex~eption of 

Social Studies, whose members represent 8.29 percent of the total 

staff sampled but only 4.67 percent of those responding to this 

survey, other departments are no more than 1.08 percent different 

in response from composition, with an average difference of .66 

percent. 

Descriptive Statistics 

Frequencies, means, standard deviations, and related 

statistics were computed for all 32 items on the Sources of 

Instructional Leadership (SOIL) instrument. These items were also 

ranked by size of mean to indicate the relative importance of each 

item to each role (principal, assistant principal, department 

chairperson), across all schools. The mean, standard deviation, and 

ranking for each item mean within each role are presented in 

Table 3. 

The rankings indicate that each item describes a relatively 

more or less important function within each role. A given item may 

be ranked very high for one or two roles and low for others. Also, 

roles differ in the pattern of items which are ranked high and low 

for that role. 
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Table 3. Means, Ranking, and Standard Deviations for Each Role on SOIL Instrument. 

Principal Assistant Principal Department Chair 

Item Mean Rank S.D. f4ean Rank S.D. Mean Rank S.D. 

1. Articulate Goals 2.714 7 1.136 2.560 9 1.076 2.612 4 1.140 

2. Relate Goals to 1.958 19 1.057 2.125 20 1.091 2.656 3 1.240 
Curriculum 

3. Responsiblities 2.391 12 1.168 2.235 17 1.118 2.263 15 1.143 

4. Personnel Selection 3.082 3 1.148 1.947 25 1.124 2.108 19 1.168 

5. Teacher Evaluation 3.265 1 1.073 3.354 3 .990 1.677 29 1.013 

6. Master Schedule 2.156 15 1.197 3.775 1 .596 2.452 7 1.167 

7. Assign Teachers 1.928 21 1.171 2.803 6 1.241 3.118 1 1.174 

8. Allocate Materials 2.076 17 1.208 2.191 18 1.199 3.079 2 1.138 

9. Evaluate Materials 1.348 31 .738 1.523 30 .900 2,579 5 1.245 

10. Develop Materials 1.199 32 .557 1.351 32 .755 2.082 20 1.232 

11. Support Personnel 1.918 22 1.170 1. 796 28 1.055 1.857 26 1.141 

12. Parent Conununication 2.806 5 1.131 2.540 12 1.161 2.204 17 1.196 

13. Staff Development 2.367 13 1.240 2.538 13 1.238 1.845 27 1.101 
(Jl 
....... 



Table 3, Continued. 

Principal Assistant Principal ~artment Chair 

Item Mean Rank S.D. Mean Rank S.D. Mean Rank S.D. 

14. Analyze Test Scores 1.978 18 1.150 2.756 7 1.220 1.651 30 .991 

15. Assemblies 1.862 24 1.328 2.551 11 1.157 1.223 32 .611 

16. Additional Funds 2.403 11 1.328 2.008 22 1.164 2.011 23 1.213 

17. Observe Teachers 3.143 2 1.095 3.379 2 1.003 1.980 24 1.139 

18. Peer Observation 1.476 29 .941 1.472 31 .910 1.699 28 1.089 

19. Student Communi- 2.621 8 1.179 2.614 8 1.177 2.308 13 1.252 
cation 

20. Organize Teachers 2.149 16 1.209 2.302 16 1.210 2.535 6 1.232 

2l. Help to Teachers 1.824 25 1.070 2.099 21 1.118 2.391 11 1.241 

22. New Programs 2.723 6 1.241 2.523 14 1.179 2.443 8 1.236 

23. Student Discipline 2.503 9 1.205 3.282 4 1.012 2.035 22 1.183 

24. School Climate 2.839 4 1.180 2.939 5 1.130 2.393 10 1.233 

25. Grade Level 1.538 28 .932 1.894 27 1.150 2.261 16 1.243 
CoQt'di nat ion 
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Table 3, Continued. 

Principal 

Item Mean Rank S.D. 

26. Grading Policy 2.496 10 1.239 

27. Department Coordi- 1.953 20 1.107 
nation 

28. Nonevaluative 1.915 23 1.119 
Feedback 

29. Alternative Instruc- 1.554 27 .901 
tional Methods 

30. Lesson Plan Feedback 1.469 30 .911 

31. Work with Teachers 1.632 26 .994 

32. Interruptions to 2.186 14 1.212 
Classtime 

Assistant Principal 

Mean Rank S.D. 

2.554 10 1.220 

2.523 14 1.228 

1.957 -27 1.137 

2.004 23 1.139 

1.664 29 1.060 

1.938 26 1.144 

2.148 19 1.182 

Department Chair 

Mean Rank S.D. 

1.932 25 1.171 

2.416 9 1.308 

2.310 12 1.228 

2.140 18 1.180 

1.640 31 1.027 

2.294 14 1.198 

2.079 21 1.235 

Ul 
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The items ranked highest within the principal role are those 

involving teacher evaluation (item 5), teacher observation (item 17), 

personnel selection (item 4), school climate (item 24), parent 

communication (item 12), new programs (item 22), and articulating 

school goals (item 1). Items ranked lowest within the principal 

role include those involving materials development and evaluation 

(items 10 and 9 respectively), lesson plan feedback (item 30), peer 

observation (item 18), grade level coordination (item 25), and 

suggesting alternative instructional methods (item 29). 

For the assistant principal role the highest ranked items 

include building the master schedule (item 6), observing teachers 

(item 17), evaluating teachers (item 5), improving student 

discipline (item 23), improving school climate (item 24), and 

assigning teachers to classes (item 7). Lowest ranked items include 

materials development (item 10), peer observation (item 18), 

materials evaluation (item 9), lesson plan feedback (item 30), and 

provision of support personnel (item 11). 

The most important functions for the department chairperson 

role are assigning teachers to classes (item 7), allocating 

materials (item 8), relating school goals to the curriculum 

(item 2), articulating goals (item 1), and evaluating materials 

(item 9). Items which are least important to this role relative to 

other items include scheduling assemblies (item 15), lesson plan 

feedback (item 30), analyzing test scores (item 14), teacher evalu

ation (item 5), and peer observation (item 18). 
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Only one function is ranked fairly high for all three roles: 

articulating the schoo1's goals (item 1) is ranked in the top third 

for all three roles. In most other cases, an item is highly ranked 

for only one or two of the roles. For example, item 4 (selecting 

personnel) and item 12 (communicating with parents) have relatively 

high means within the principal role, while the means are relatively 

low for both the assistant principal and department chairperson role. 

The following items are more important (relative to other items) 

only in the case of the department chairperson: allocation of 

materials (item 8), evaluation of materials (item 9), and organizing 

teachers (item 20). Similarly, analyzing standardized test results 

(item 14) is a relativp'ly important function only for the assistant 

principal. 

The general pattern is for the principal and assistant 

principal to be similar in terms of items on which they score 

highest or lowest. For example, evaluating teachers (item 5), 

observing teachers (item 17), communicating to students (item 19), 

improving discipline and climate (items 23 and 24 respectively), 

and establishing a grade policy (item 26) have relatively high mean 

scores for assistant principal and principal, but low scores for the 

department chairperson role. The rank order correlation between the 

principal and assistant principal ranks supports this relationship 

to some extent, with r = .30. 

On the other hand, similarities in ranking between principal 

and department chairperson and between assistant principal and 



department chairperson exist, but for fewer items, with rank order 

correlations of .17 and .16 respectively. For example, item 6 

(master scheduling building) and item 7 (assigning teachers to 

classes) are rated higher than other items within the assistant 

principal and chairperson role, but are among the lowest rated 

items for the principal. Similarly, for department chairperson 

and principal, items 15 (assemblies) and item 14 (test scores) are 

relatively less important than they are to the assistant principal 

role. 

A number of items are ranked low across all roles. For 

example, developing materials not available commercially (item 10) 

is relatively unimportant to all roles, as is providing support 

personnel (item 11), encouraging peer observation (item 18), and 

giving teachers feedback on lesson plans (item 30). 

An analysis of absolute mean scores (Table 3, p. 51), 

regardless of ranking within a role, demonstrates that few of these 

functions are being performed at consistently high levels by any 

role. In the rating system a 1.0 means "does not perform", a 2.0 

means IIperforms an unimportant role", a 3.0 means "performs a some

what important role", and a 4.0 means "performs a very important 

role". Across items, a given role would be unlikely to average 

between 3.0 and 4.0, based on the assumption of this study that 

each role performs some functions and not others. The amount of 

leadership demonstrated would be expected to be high for at least 

one role on each item. 
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An analysis of absolute scores, both by item and across 

items, demonstrates that the first expectation is justified but not 

the second. The overall average across items is 2.18 for principal, 

2.36 for assistant principal, and 2.19 for department chairperson, 

suggesting that they are all viewed as performing between an unim

portant and a somewhat important role. However, on individual items, 

no role performs more than 4 out of 32 items at the "somewhat" to 

"veri' important 1 eve 1 . I n fact, on 25 out of 32 items, no one is 

seen as performing a "somewhat" to "very" important role, so on 

only 7 items is at least one role seen as performing a "somewhat" 

to "very" important role. 

The principal is seen as performing a "somewhat" (3.0) to 

"very" (4.0) important role only on items 4 (selects personnel), 

item 5 (evaluates teachers), and item 17 (observes teachers). On 

14 items the principal performs an "unimportant" (2.0) to "somewhat" 

(3.0) important role (items 1, 3, 6, 8, 12, 13, 16, 19, 20, 22, 

23,24, 26, and 32). These items concern communication, establishing 

procedures and structures to accomplish instruction, and securing 

resources and programs. On 15 items (nearly half), the principal is 

seen as performing "no" role (1.0) to an "unimportant" (2.0) role 

(items 2,7,9,10,11,14,15,18,21,25,27,28,29,30,31). 

These items include direct resourc;ng of teachers, assigning of 

teachers and scheduling resources, and coordination of the 

instructional program. 



The assistant principal results are similar. A IIsomewhatli 

(3.0) important to IIveryli (4.0) important role is perceived for only 

four items (items 5, 6, 17, and 23). These include observing and 

evaluating, master scheduling building, and student discipline. An 

"unimportant" (2.0) to "somewhat" important (3.0) role is seen in 

19 items (items 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 19, 20, 21, 22, 

24,26,27,29,32). These items include functions involving 

communication, analyzing test scores, scheduling personnel, 

allocating instructional materials, staff development, and 

assemblies, securing funds and programs, providing support to 

teachers, and developing procedures to organize for effective 

instruction. Assistant principals are seen as performing a little 

(liunimportant") or no (lidoes not perform") role in nine items 

(items 4, 9, 10, 11, 18, 25, 28, 30, and 31). These functions 

include personnel selection, choice of instructional materials, 

provision of support personnel, enGouraging peer observation and 

coordination of instruction, giving feedback, and working to improve 

programs. 

The department chairperson is given a "somewhat" (3.0) to 

"very" (4.0) important rating only on items 7 and 8 (assigning 

teachers and allocating materials). This role received a rating of 

"unimportant" (2.0) to "somewhat ll important (3.0) for 21 items 

(items 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 10, 12, 16, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 

27, 28, 29, 31, 32). These items include communication, selection 

of personnel and programs, master scheduling building, direct 
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contact with teachers about instruction, securing funds, organizing 

teachers, improving discipline and climate. The least important 

role (from "does not perform" to "unimportant" role) is played by 

the department chairperson in nine functions (items 5, 11, 13, 14, 

15, 17, 18, 26, and 30). These items involve personnel evalutation 

and observation, provision of support personnel, planning assemblies 

and staff development programs, analyzing test scores, establishing 

a grading policy, and giving feedback. 

Re 1 i abil ity 

Two questions pertinent to this study were addressed in the 

reliability analysis: 1) Do all these items constitute a coherent 

set? 2) Are any of the items unnecessary (redundant) to the set? 

Both of these questions were addressed using the SPSS program 

Reliability. 

First, Cronbach's Alpha was run for each of the three roles. 

Cronbach (1951) explained alpha as the estimated correlation between 

two random samples of items from all possible items like those in 

the instrument, or the mean of all possible split half coefficients 

for a given instrument. For all three roles the alpha coefficient 

was .95. 

To test the "fit" of each item to the set, each was 

systematically deleted and a new alpha calculated. When this is 

done, alpha can be expected to decrease because reliability is in 

large measure a function of the number of items, as well as their 

relationship. An increase in alpha when an item is deleted would 
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suggest that the item does not have much in common with the rest of 

the items in the set. When items were deleted and alpha recalcu

lated for the SOIL instrument, alpha increased for only a few items: 

item 4 (selects personnel) for principal and assistant principal;. 

item 15 (schedules assemblies) for department chairpersons, items 

5 and 6 (evaluates teachers and develops master schedule respec

tively) for assistant principal. Inter-correlation matrices confirm 

this finding: these items overall have very low correlation with 

other items in the set. 

One can also look for redundancy in the data: items which 

IIfit" so well as to be unnecessary to this instrument. This way of 

looking at reliability is through multiple R squared (coeeficient 

of determination), which represents the percent of variance in an 

item which is predicted or accounted for by the other variables in 

the set. A very high R squared suggests that the item is redundant 

with other items and might be unnecessary in the set. 

Using the criterion of R squared = .70, five items for the 

principal appear to be redundant: item 5 (evaluates teachers), 

item 9 (evaluates materials), item 17 (observes teachers), item 29 

(alternative methods), item 31 (works with teachers). For the 

assistant principal role, item 2 (relates goals to curriculum) and 

item 31 (works with teachers) are redundant by this criterion. For 

the chairperson role, items 21 (provides help to teachers), item 28 

(nonevaluative feedback), item 29 (alternative methods), and item 31 

(works with teachers) have R squared values .70. 
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Factor Analysis 

Three factor analyses were run on the Sources of Instruc

tional Leadership instrument (one for each role) using the SPSS 

Factor Analysis program. An eigenvalue cut-off of 1.0 was used to 

identify factors, and the varimax method of rotation was used to 

extract factors. Analyses were run only across schools because the 

sample size within schools was too small in relation to the number 

of items in the instrument. 

It appears likely that different factor structures exist for 

each role (with the exception of one common factor across all three 

roles). Therefore, the hypothesis that "Factor profiles will not 

differ for any role on the Sources of Instructional Leadership 

instrument" was rejected. The factor names for each role are listed 

in Table 4. 

For the principal role, six factors emerged which together 

account for 61.1 percent of the variance in the data. Items loading 

on each factor are presented in Table 5. The first factor, 

Managerial Support through Policies, Communication, and Resources, 

accounts for 39.5 percent of the variance. Other factors include 

Instructional Interventions and Curriculum Coordination (6.1 per

cent), Teacher Communication, Training, and Organization for 

Instruction (4.6 percent), Curricular Resources and Coordination 

(4.0 percent), Student Program Review and Decisions (3.8 percent), 

and Teacher Performance Data Collection (3.2 percent). 
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Table 4. Factors Extracted for Each Role on the SOIL Instrument. 

Principal 

1. Managerial Support Through 
Policies, Communication, 
and Resources 

2. Instructional Interventions 
and Curriculum Coordination 

3. Teacher Communication, 
Training, and Organization 
for Instruction 

4. Curricular Resources 
and Coordination 

5. Student Program Review 
and Decisions 

6. Teacher Pet~formance Data 
Collection 

Assistant Principal 

1. Instructional Interventions, 
Materials, and Curriculum 
Coordination 

2. Analysis and Communication 
of Instruction-Related 
Information 

3. Instruction-Enhancing En
vironment and Policies 

4. Identification and Appli
cation of Goals and Roles 

5. Teacher Performance Data 
Collection 

6. Resource Acquisition and 
All ocation 

7. Personnel and Program 
Scheduling 

Department Chairperson 

1. Instructional Interven
tion, Materials, and Goal 
Implementation 

2. Development and Communica
tion of Schoolwide 
Expectations and Resources 

3. Personnel and Program 
Allocation and Communi
cation 

4. Coordination of Curriculum 
and Schoolwide Policies 

5. Teacher Performance Data 
Collection 

6. Utilization of Instruc
tional Information 

m 
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Table 5. Items and Loadings for Each Factor for Principal Ratings on the SOIL Instrument. 

Orthogonally Rotated Factors 

Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 

24. Takes steps to develop a school climate •.. ( .69) .24 .26 .07 .05 .11 

19. Communicates to students ... concern for (.68) .18 .19 .16 .08 .02 
achievement. 

23. Takes steps to improve student discipline. ( .67) .28 .17 .07 .16 .10 

22. Approves new programs ... ( .59) .26 .26 .09 .07 .18 

16. Secures additional funds ... (.58) .11 .12 .28 .13 .17 

26. Establishes a school policy on student ( .53) .20 .13 .17 .30 .11 
g~'ades ... 

12. Conmunicates to parents the importance 
of basic skills instruction ... ( .52) .11 .38 .09 .19 .08 

32. Insists that interruptions ... be minimized. ( .45) .31 .16 .09 .12 .09 

15. Schedules assemblies ... ( .40) .19 .24 ( .40) .17 .03 

II. Sees to it that necessary support ( .34) .26 ( .34) .23 .04 .11 
personnel ... 

8. Allocates materials ... ( .30) .20 .25 .24 .23 .04 

4. Selects instructional personnel ... ( .24) .01 -.01 -.02 .17 .18 IW 
--------------.------------------------.-.--------------



Table 5, Continued. 

Orthogonally Rotated Factors 

Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 

31. Works with teachers to improve their .25 ( .65) .26 .28 .08 .15 
instructional programs. 

29. Suggests alternative instructional methods ... .24 ( .65) .09 .22 .37 .03 

30. Gives teachers feedback on their lesson .19 (.58) .12 .18 .12 .11 
plans. 

28. Gives teachers nonevaluative feedback ... .31 (.58) .15 .14 .13 .11 

21. Provides help to teachers •.. .31 (.53) .44 .26 .12 .09 

18. Encourages teachers to observe each .10 ( .49) .33 .33 .03 .11 
otherls classes. 

25. Coordinates instruction between ... grade .26 ( .46) .19 ( .45) .21 .06 
levels. 

27. Helps individual departments to coordi- .35 ( .43) .20 .28 .22 .01 
nate ... 

1. Articulates the instructional goals ... .37 .09 ( .62) , .13 .20 .13 

20. Organizes teachers to work together ... .26 .43 (.58) .09 .15 .10 

2. Helps teachers to relate the school IS .l3 .23 ( .58) .32 .15 .14 
instructional goals to their curriculum units. I~ 
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Table 5, Continued. 

Variables 1 

13. Organizes staff development programs ... .31 

3. Clarifies the instructional responsi- .41 
bilities ... 

9. Helps teachers to evaluate ... materials. .14 

10. Helps teachers to develop ... materials ... .12 

6. Develops the school's master schedule. .27 

7. Assigns teachers to specific classes ... .11 

14. Analyzes standardized achievement test .26 
scores ... 

5. Evaluates teachers. .21 

17. Observes teachers in their classrooms. .14 

Orthogonally Rotated Factors 

2 3 4 5 

.28 ( .57) .12 .17 

.15 ( .44) .16 .17 

.38 .22 (.67) .16 

.29 .14 ( .67) .09 

.13 .20 .11 (.70) 

.30 .20 .15 (.58) 

.18 .34 .27 ( .39) 

.05 .16 .09 .08 

.23 .16 .05 .07 

6 

.14 

.17 

.10 

.03 

.08 

.11 

.03 

( .91) 

(.72) 

0'1 
()1 



The factor analysis for assistant principal produced seven 

factors which account for 63.1 percent of the variance. The first 

factor, Instructional Interventions, Materials, and Curriculum 

Coordination, accounted for 37.6 percent of the variance. Other 

factors include Analysis and Communication of Instruction-Related 

Information (5.9 percent), Instruction-Enhancing Environment and 

Policies (4.9 percent), Identification and Application of Goals and 

Roles (4.0 percent), Teacher Performance Data Collection (3.8 

percent), Resource Acquisition and Allocation (3.5 percent), and 

Personnel and Program Scheduling (3.4 percent). These seven factors 

and items which load on each one are included in Table 6. 

A similar picture emerges for the department chairperson 

role, with six factors accounting for 60 percent of the variance. 

The first factor, Instructional Interventions, Materials, and Goal 

Implementation, accounts for the greatest percent of variance 

(38.6 percent). Other factors include Development and Communication 

of Schoolwide Expectations and Resources (5.9 percent), Personnel 

and Program Allocation and Communication (4.6 percent), Coordination 

of Curriculum and Schoolwide Policies (4.1 percent), Teacher Per

formance Data Collection (3.6 percent) and Utilization of 

Instructional Information (3.3 percent). Items loading on each 

factor are listed in Table 7. 

In the case of all three roles, one factor (as explained in 

Table 8) appears to account for a substantial proportion of the 

variance. For the principal role this factor involves managerial 
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Table 6. Items and Loadings for Each Factor for Assistant Principal Ratings on the SOIL Instrument. 

Orthogonally Rotated Factors 

Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

31. Works with teachers to improve their ( .71) .18 .29 .12 .11 .11 .14 
instructional programs. 

30. Gives teachers feedback on their ( .64) .11 .21 -.02 .13 .20 .05 
lesson plans. 

9. Helps teachers to evaluate ... ( .63) .16 -.03 .31 .07 .28 .06 
materials. 

25. Coordinates instruction between ... ( .57) .29 .17 .33 .04 .12 .14 
grade levels. 

21. Provides help to teachers ... ( .56) ( .54) .12 .14 .12 .14 .12 

29. Suggests alternative instruc- (.56) .05 .42 .07 .06 .16 .08 
tional methods ... 

10. Helps teachers to develop ... ( .55) .19 .03 .26 -.04 .20 .03 
materials ... 

28. Gives teachers nonevaluative ( .54) .15 .33 .15 .14 .12 -.02 
feedback ... 

18. Encourages teachers to observe each ( .46) .19 -.02 .12 .12 .06 .10 
other's classes. 

---
0'1 
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Table 6. Items and Loadings for Each Factor for Assistant Principal Ratings on the SOIL Instrument. 

Orthogonally Rotated Factors 

Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

27. Helps individual departments to ( .42) .22 .33 .26 .09 .03 .31 
coordinate ... 

20. Organizes teachers to work .45 ( .61) .13 .20 .08 .12 .15 
together ... 

13. Organizes staff development .23 ( .57) .24 .16 .07 .15 .09 
pt'ograms ... 

12. Communicates to parents the impor-
tance of basic skills instruction ... 

.24 ( .51) .26 .28 .06 .26 .12 

19. ConmlUni cates to students ... concern .26 ( .50) 
for achievement. 

.39 .24 .18 .17 .01 

14. Analyzes standardized achievement 
test scores. 

.13 ( .41) .28 .16 -,,02 .30 .37 

15. Schedules assemblies ... .15 ( .41) .25 .12 .12 .30 .12 

24. Takes steps to develop a school .14 .31 ( .67) .26 .19 .06 .08 . 
climate ... 

23. Takes steps to improve student .13 .23 
discipline. 

(.64) .10 .16 .08 .16 

------ ----- --.-------
0'1 
00 



Table 6. Items and Loadings for Each Factor for Assistant Principal Ratings on the SOIL Instrument. 

Orthogonally Rotated Factors 

Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

26. Establishes a school policy on .20 .13 . (.45) .20 .11 .17 .21 
student grades ... 

32. Insists that interruptions ... be ( .35) . .18 ( .37) .14 .22 .28 .06 
minimized. 

1. Articulates the instructional .20 .36 .22 ( .59) .09 .04 .07 
goals ... 

3. Clarifies the instructional .29 .31 .26 ( .57) .15 .07 .05 
responsibilities ... 

2. Helps teachers to relate the school's .39 .32 .19 (.51) .06 .15 .10 
instructional goals to their curricu-
lum units. 

4. Selects instructional personnel .•. .13 .07 .12 ( .42) .15 .21 .07 

5. Evaluates teachers. .08 .07 .17 .14 (.85) .04 .13 

17. Observes teachers in their class- .20 .10 .17 .10 ( .82) .06 .09 
rooms. 

16. Secures additional funds ... .27 .22 .06 .05 .09 ( .64) .09 

en 
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Table 6. Items and Loadings for Each Factor for Assistant Principal Ratings on the SOIL Instrument. 

Orthogonalll Rotated Factors 

Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

8. Allocates materials ... .29 .14 .17 .24 -.01 ( .56) .13 

II. Sees to it that necessary support .29 .30 .19 .23 .01 (.35) .06 
personnel ... 

7. Assigns teachers to specific .10 -.06 .07 .43 .05 .15 ( .57) 
classes ... 

6. Develops the school's master .07 .18 .13 -.06 .16 .05 ( .48) 
schedule. 

22. Approves new programs ... .29 .35 .30 .23 .04 .09 ( .36) 

--..J 
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Table 7. Items and Loadings for Each Factor for Chairperson Ratings on the SOIL Instrument. 

Orthogonally Rotated Factors 

Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 

10. Helps teachers to develop ... materials. ( .80) .16 <- .01 .07 .17 .12 

31. Works with teachers to improve their ( .73) .31 .18 .18 .10 .14 
instructional programs. 

9. Helps teachers to evaluate ... materials. ( .67) .07 .17 .15 .23 .05 

21. Provides help to teachers ... ( .66) .23 .21 .16 .13 .26 

28. Gives teachers nonevaluative feedback ... ( .55) .39 .27 .12 .15 .21 

30. Gives teachers feedback on their lesson ( .54) .17 .07 .26 .06 .44 
plans. 

20. Organizes teachers to work together ... ( .54) .29 .33 .30 .13 .07 

2. Helps teachers to relate the school's ( .44) .19 .34 .31 .36 .01 
instructional goals to their curriculum 
units. 

18. Encourages teachers to observe each ( .44) .15 .06 .17 .34 .38 
other's classes. 

27. Helps individual departments to coordi- (.39) .15 .23 ( .35) .01 .04 
nate ... 

...... 
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Table 7, Continued. 

Orthogonally Rotated Factors 

Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 

23. Takes steps to improve student discipline. .19 ( .67) .06 .31 .12 .07 

24. Takes steps to develop a school climate ..• .30 ( .55) .13" .46 .31 -.06 

12. Communicates to parents the importance of .26 (.53) .35 .03 .13 .21 
basic skills instruction ... 

II. Sees to it that necessary support .12 ( .53) .23 -.05 .15 .35 
personnel ... 

19. Communicates to students ... concern for .32 ( .52) .23 .31 .13 .10 
achievement. 

16. Secures additional funds ... .12 ( .39) .26 .11 .09 .09 

3. Clarifies the instructional ( .33) ( .37) (.34) .29 .26 .08 
responsibilities ... 

15. Schedules assemblies ... .11 (.22) .04 .17 .05 .18 

7. Assigns teachers to specific classes ... .14 .09 ( .67) .06 .08 .11 

8. Allocates materials ... .19 .13 (.60) .16 .16 .02 

4. Selects instructional personnel ... .02 .32 ( .54) .03 .07 .15 

---
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Table 7, Continued. 

Orthogonally Rotated Factors 

Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 

6. Develops the school IS master schedule. .10 .10 ( .51) .25 .13 .12 

l. Articulates the instructional goals ... .34 .14 ( .46) .37 .36 -.01 

22. Appl~oves new programs ..• .30 .28 ( .42) .31 .12 .19 

26. Establishes a school policy on student .16 .20 .17 (.58) .07 .24 
grades ... 

25. Coordinates instruction between ... ( .43) .05 .27 ( .45) .02 .20 
grade levels. 

32. Insists that interruptions ... be minimized. .23 .26 .20 ( .38) .07 .23 

13. Organizes staff development programs ... .22 .25 .18 ( .36) .18 ( .36) 

17. Observes teachers in their classrooms. .27 .22 .23 .04 (.60) .12 

5. Evaluates teachers. .13 .15 .17 .07 ( .59) .19 

14. Analyzes standardized achievement test .14 .14 .17 .17 .15 ( .53) 
scores ..• 

29. Suggests alternative instructional ( .42) ( .43) .20 .11 .16 ( .43) 
methods ... 

I 
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Table 8. Eigenvalues and Percent of Variance for Each Factor and Role. 

Role Factor Eigenvalue % of Variance 

Pfincipal 1 12.62432 39.5 
2 1.94948 6.1 
3 1.47488 4.6 
4 1.26527 4.0 
5 1. 21972 3.8 
6 1.02160 3.2 

Assistant 1 12.04119 37.6 
Pri nci pa 1 2 1.89346 5.9 

3 1.55523 4.9 
4 1.27542 4.0 
5 1.20363 3.8 
6 1.13276 3.5 
7 1.07905 3.4 

Department 1 12.34268 38.6 
Chairperson 2 1.87259 5.9 

3 1.47404 4.6 
4 1.29849 4.1 
5 1.15286 3.6 
6 1.06327 3.3 

Cumulative % 

39.5 
45.5 
50.2 
54.1 
57.9 
61.1 

37.6 
43.5 
48.4 
52.4 
56.2 
59.7 
63.1 

38.6 
44.4 
49.0 
53.1 
56.7 
60.0 
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support rather than direct delivery of services to the classroom. 

The primary factors for department chairpersons and assistant 

principals are similar: both are focused on direct delivery of 

services. In the assistant principal role, however, this factor 

includes systemwide coordination activities which are missing from 

the first factor for the department chairperson role. In all three 

roles, a common factor to emerge is Teacher Performance Data 

Collection. 

Mixed Design ANOVA 

Using the BMDP program 2V (Analysis of Variance and 

Covariance with Repeated Measures), a mixed design ANOVA was run 

with schools as the between factor, roles as the within factor, and 

mean score for each role on the SOIL instrument as the department 

variable. (Only respondents who answered at least 17 items for a 

given role were included in the analysis.) Means for each role by 

school are presented in Table 9; the ANOVA results appear in 

Table 10. 

Since the between variable showed no significant effect, the 

hypothesis that "There will be no significant difference among high 

schools in total amounts of instructional leadership" could not be 

rejected at the .05 level. 

A finding of significant difference for roles was qualified 

by a significant interaction (School by Role). Therefore, the 

hypothesis that "There will be no significant difference among high 
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Table 9. Mean Score by School for Each Role on SOIL Instrument. 

School School School School School School 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

Role n = 32 n = 35 n = 31 n = 46 n = 39 n = 41 

Principal 2.192 1.966 1.965 2.255 2.107 2.090 

Assistant 2.338 2.479 2.153 2.581 2.116 2.439 
Principal 

Department 2.169 2.149 2.048 2.309 2.341 2.090 
Chairperson 

All Roles 2.233 2.198 2.055 2.381 2.188 2.206 
Combined 

School 
7 

n = 27 

2.351 

2.146 

1.985 

2.161 

School 
8 

n = 38 

2.491 

2.458 

2.327 

2.425 

All Schools 

n = 300 

2.178 

2.356 

2.191 

2.242 
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Table 10. Source Table for Mixed Design ANOVA for SOIL Instrument. 

Source of Variance Sum of Sguares Degrees of Freedom Mean Sguare 

Between (Schools) 10.99350 7 1. 57050 

Error 268.0314Z 281 .95385 

Within (Roles) 4.89606 2 2.44803 

Interaction 10.04777 14 .71770 
(Schools X Roles) 

Error 124.84224 562 .22214 

F 

1.65 

11.02 

3.23 

P 

.1223 

<.001 

<.001 

'-J 
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schools in amounts of leadership provided by different leader roles" 

was rejected at less than the .001 level. 

78 

Mean scores by school for each role were graphed to detect 

potential sources of interaction. According to Figure 1 schools 

differ in the pattern of leadership as distributed among principa1, 

assistant principal, and department chairperson. A trend exists for 

assistant principals to be perceived as performing the most important 

role, and for department chairpersons to fall in the middle in 

importance to instructional leadership. 

When schools were graphed within (by roles) as illustrated 

in Figure 2, it became more evident that in most schools the 

assistant principal plays the most important instructional leader

ship role. Exceptions are School 7 in which the principal plays a 

more important role than either of the other two positions, and 

Schools 5 and 8 where the principal and assistant principal are 

fairly comparable. 

The Scheffe Multiple Comparison Test (Kirk, 1968) was used 

to compare each role to the other roles within each school, to 

determine which of these trends observed in the groups were 

significant. Scheffe was considered the appropriate post hoc test 

because cell sizes were unequal and the number of comparisons were 

not preestablished. 

Because this analysis was a mixed design, three different 

MS/error terms were appropriate (Kirk, 1968), as shown in Table 11. 

Comparisons within a school but across roles required use of 
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Table 11. Data Used to Conduct Scheffe Post Hoc Tests on the Mixed Design 
ANOVA for the SOIL Instrument. 

ex:> 
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MS/B x Subject w. group. Comparisons across schools within one role 

required a weighted average of the MS/between and MS/within terms. 

Comparisons across schools and across roles (i.e., comparisons of 

the marginals for schools) would have required use of MS/subjects 

w. group or the MS/between term. However, since there was no main 

effect for schools in the overall F test, such post hoc analyses 

were not conducted. 

F values for each comparison within schools are presented in 

Table 12. Results indicate that schools do differ in their patterns 

of leadership. For instance, in Schools 2, 4, and 6 the assistant 

principal was significantly higher than both principal and chair

person, who were not significantly different. In School 7 the 

principal was significantly higher than the chairperson, but not 

significantly different from the assistant principal. In School 5 

the chairperson role was significantly higher than both the principal 

and assistant principal roles, wh'ich were not significantly different 

from each other. In Schools 1, 3, and 8 none of the three roles 

differed significantly from each other. 

One-Way ANOVA by Department 

Using the SPSS program One-Way, a one-way ANOVA was run 

across all schools to determine if departments differed signifi

cantly in perceived leadership of the department chairperson. Only 

the six largest departments (by percent of total district sample) 

were used. 



Table 12. Calculated F Values for Scheffe Post Hoc Comparisons for the SOIL Instrument. 

Significant values are asterisked. 

School School School School School School School School 
Co~arisons 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Prin >APrin 2.55 .09 

Prin< APrin 1.53 *20.70 2.46 *11.00 < .01 *11.23 

Prin >DChairp .04 *8.14 2.29 

Prin< DChairp 2.63 .48 .30 *4.80 .00 

APri n > DChai rp 2.06 *8.58 .77 *7.66 *11. 24 1.58 1.46 

APrin< DChairp *4.46 
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The hypothesis that "Departments across schools will not 

differ in the amount of leadership perceived in the department 

chairperson" could not be rejected at the .05 level. ANOVA summary 

results appear in Table 13; means for each department by school 

appear in Table 14. 

Since some of the means in two schools were widely 

discrepant, the decision was made to run one-way ANOVAs by school. 

Since the same data were used for the overall one-way ANOVA, alpha 

slippage renders these findings somewhat suspect. However, since 

the interview data support the trend for Schools 2 and 5, the 

results of the by-school ANOVAs are reported here. (See Table 15.) 

Only in School 5 were departments significantly different 

in amount of departmental leadership (p = .005). A Scheffe post 

hoc test comparing the math and English departments resulted in an 

F of 13.99, significant at less than the .001 level, showing that 

the math department chairperson was perceived to have significantly 

more leadership than the English department chairperson. In 

School 2 the difference only approached significance at the .06 

level, so no post hocs could legitimately be done. 

Relationships Between SOIL and IRC 

The first validation instrument (Instruction-Related 

Contact with Teachers) was developed on the assumption that persons 

perceived to play an important role in instructional leadership 

(across all items on the SOIL instrument) would also be persons who 

made frequent contact with teachers regarding instructional matters. 
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Table 13. One-Way ANOVA Results Across Schools for Department Chairperson on the 
SOIL Instrument. Using the Six Largest Departments. 

Source of Variance Sum of Squares Degrees of Freedom Mean Square F P 

Between (Schools) 1.5621 5 .3124 .70 .621 

Error 

Totals 

72.7953 

74.3573 

164 

169 

.4439 

00 
U1 



Table 14. Mean Score for Department Chairperson on SOIL Instrument. 

School School School School School School School 
Department 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 

Adaptive Ed 2.860 1.934 1.594 2.008 2.332 2.393 2.656 

English 1.793 2.786 1.920 2.427 1.80S 2.580 1.761 

Math 2.135 1.664 1.820 2.256 3.191 2.162 2.S33 

PEjHealth 2.286 2.835 2.369 1.156 2.578 1.924 1.S28 

Science 1.938 1.643 2.222 2.225 2.388 2.107 1. 733 

Soci a 1 Studi es 1.880 1. 774 1. 788 3.044 No 2.431 No 
Returns Returns 

School 
8 

2.331 

2.551 

2.654 

2.188 

2.094 

1.633 

All 
Schools 

2.349 

2.259 

2.358 

2.182 

2.091 

2.375 

00 
0'\ 



Table 15. One-Way ANOVA Results Within Schools for Department 
Chairperson on the SOIL Instrument, Using the Six 
Largest Departments. 

Significant values are asterisked. 

School Calculated F Value Probabilit,l of Calculated F 

1 2.005 .1363 

2 2.805 .0586 

3 .619 .6887 

4 1.993 .1314 

5 5.457 *.0052 

6 .747 .5957 

7 2.453 .1077 

8 .774 .5830 

All .704 .6213, 
Schools 
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Pearson Product Moment Correlations 

Intercorrelations were run on the mean score for each role 

(across items) on both instruments for all respondents who answered 

at least 17 items. Intercorrelations among the six mean scores 

(three per instrument) are presented in Table 16; all were 

significant at less than the .001 level. 

To test the first hypothesis that liThe correlations of mean 

score for the Sources of Instructional Leadership instrument and 

mean score for the Instruction-Related Contact instrument within a 

role will not be significantly higher than the correlation between 

roles ll
, these selected correlations were compared. According to the 

data in Table 17 in the case of all three roles, the highest 

correlation occurs within roles. 

Additional tests were run using the test for differences 

between correlation coefficients for dependent samples (Glass & 

Stanley, 1970) to determine if these apparent differences in 

Table 17 were significant. For all three roles, the correlation 

of mean scores between instruments is significantly higher within 

roles than between roles as shown in Table 18. The hypothesis is 

rejected for all roles at less than the .001 level. 

Stepwise Regression 

A stepwise regression using the SPSS program regression was 

run for each of three dependent variables (mean score on the SOIL 

instrument for each role, using only respondents who answered at 

least 17 items for the role) to test the hypothesis that 
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Table 16. Intercorrelations Among Mean Scores for All Roles on the SOIL and IRe Instruments. 

Prin SOIL Prin IRC APrin SOIL APrin IRC DChairp SOIL DChairp IRC 

Prin SOIL 1.0000 .6593 .7454 .4598 .3133 .2484 

Pri n IRC 1.0000 .5028 .6765 .1608 .2914 

APrin SOIL 1.0000 .6614 .4861 .4424 

APrin IRC 1.0000 .2875 .4957 

DChairp SOIL 1.0000 .7053 

DChairp IRC 1.0000 

00 
lD 



Table 17. Selected Correlations Across Schools for Each 
Role on the SOIL and IRC Instruments. 

Instruction-
Related 
Contact 

Sources 
of 
Instruct. Assistant Department 
Leadershi Pri nci ea 1 Princieal Chaireerson 

Principal .6593 .4598 .2484 

Assistant .5028 .6614 .4424 
Principal 

Department .1608 .2875 .7053 
Chairperson 
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Table 18. Hypothesis Tests for Differences Between Correlation Coefficients for Dependent 
Samples, Using Mean Scores for SOIL and IRC Instruments. 

Role 

Pri nci pa 1 

Assistant 
Principal 

Department 
Chairperson 

Hypothesis Test 

The correlation of mean principal score on SOIL with 
mean principal score on IRC will not be significantly 
higher than: 
1. the correlation with mean assistant principal 

score on IRC; 
2. the correlation with mean chairperson score on IRC. 

The correlation of mean assistant principal score on 
SOIL with mean assistant principal score on IRC will 
not be significantly higher than: 
1. the correlation with mean principal score on IRC; 
2. the correlation with mean chairperson score on IRe. 

The correlation of mean chairperson score on SOIL with 
mean chairperson score on IRC will not be significantly 
higher than: 
1. the correlation with mean principal score on IRC; 
2. the correlation with mean assistant principal score 

on IRC. 

z 

7.31 

33.73 

4.23 

4.66 

9.42 

8.41 

P 

<.001 

<.001 

<.001 

<.001 

<.001 

<.001 

\.0 
t-' 



"Leadership scores for each role on the SOIL instrument will not be 

accounted for significantly by any of the scores on the IRe 

instrument". The three mean scores (one for each role) on the 

validation instrument (IRC) served as the independent variables for 

each regression. Analyses were run across schools and within, 

schools. The within school analyses served as replications of the 

across school study. 

Results for the stepwise regression of mean principal score 

for the SOIL instrument on the IRC instrument for all roles are 

presented in Table 19. In all cases (within and across schools) 

the first variable entered was the mean principal score for the IRe 

instrument. The second and third variables entered were not con

sistent across analyses because the intercorrelations of these 

variables with the first one entered varied across schools and 

resulted in different partial correlations (the criterion for entry 

at each step in the regression). Since the overall F test was 

significant, F tests are reported for all regression coefficients 

to identify which ones were non-zero, both within and across 

schools. In seven schools and in the analysis across all schools, 

the only significant coefficient is the one for the first variable 

entered in the equation (Prin IRe). In School 8 none of the 

variables entered is a significant predictor. 

The amount of variance in the mean principal score for the 

SOIL instrument which is accounted for by the mean principal score 

on the IRe instrument varies from school to school. Across all 
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Table 19. Results for Stepwise Regression of Mean Principal Score for SOIL Instrument on 
IRC Instrument Scores for All Roles with F Test for Each Regression Coefficient. 

Order of Variables R 
Sample Entered Multiple R Squared 

School Size {Below Entry Level} R Squared Chan~_ F P 

1 31 Pri n IRC .62572 .39152 .39152 5.85 .023 
DChairp IRC .63019 .39714 .00562 .21 .651 
APrin IRC .63050 .39753 .00039 .02 .896 

2 33 Prin IRC .85721 .73482 .73482 14.35 .001 
APrin IRC .86062 .74067 .00585 1.45 .238 
DChairp IRC .86456 .74747 .00680 .78 .384 

3 30 Prin IRC .80439 .64705 .64705 16.77 <.001 
APrin IRC .80596 .64958 .00253 .19 .662 
{DChairp IRC} 

4 45 Prin IRC .71708 .51421 .51421 37.09 <.001 
DChairp IRC .72933 .53193 .01772 2.52 .120 
APri n IRC .73645 .54236 .01044 .93 .339 

5 39 Prin IRC .80826 .65328 .65328 13.31 <.001 
DChairp IRC .80979 .65576 .00247 .14 .713 
APrin IRC .81023 .65646 .00071 .07 .790 

6 40 Prin IRC .51544 .26568 .26568 8.29 .007 
DChairp IRC .51687 .26715 .00147 .81 .778 
APrin IRC .51721 .26751 .00036 .02 .895 

~ 
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Table 19, Continued. 

Order of Variables 
Sample Entered Multiple 

School Size (Below Entrl Level) R 

7 27 Pri n IRC .52542 
DChairp IRC .53236 
APrin IRC .53592 

8 37 Pri n IRC .51481 
APrin IRC .52932 
DChairp IRC .53642 

All 282 Prin IRC .64985 
Schools DChairp IRC .65294 

APrin IRC .65297 

R 
R Squared 

Squared Change 

.27607 .27607 

.28341 .00734 

.28722 .00380 

.26503 .26503 

.28018 .01514 

.28774 .00757 

.42231 .42231 

.42633 .00402 

.42637 .00004 

F 

5.59 
.34 
.12 

.68 

.61 

.35 

108.98 
1. 75 

.02 

P 

.027 

.567 

.729 

.414 

.440 

.558 

<.001 
.187 
.889 

~ 
.j:::. 



schools it is 42 percent; individual schools vary from 73 percent to 

27 percent. However, in all cases the R squared change with the 

addition of the second and third variables is too small to be of 

any practical significance in accounting for additional variance 

in the data. 

The results for assistant principal are shown in Table 20. 

With the excpetion of School 1, the first variable entered was 

mean assistant principal score for the IRC instrument. As in the 

case of the principal analys;'s, the other two variables were 

entered in different orders for different schools. Given a 

significant overall F test, F tests are reported for each 

regression coefficient. Across all schools, both the first variable 

entered (APrin IRC) and second variable entered (DChairp IRC) have 

significant coefficients. Within specific schools, however, the 

first variable entered has a significant coefficient only in Schools 

2, 5, and 6. In Schools 1, 3, 7, and 8, none of the coefficients 

are significant at the .05 level. In School 4, the second and 

third independent variables are significant at less than the .05 

level, while the first variable is not significant. 

The amount of variance in the mean assistant principal 

score for SOIL accounted for by the first independent variable 

entered in the regression ranges from 22 percent to 68 percent, 

with the variance across all schools at 43 percent. Again, the 

R squared change due to the addition of the other two variables 
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Table 20. Results for Stepwise Regression of Mean Assistant Principal Score for SOIL 
Instrument on IRC Instrument Scores for All Roles with F Test for Each 
Regression Coefficient. 

Order of Variables R 
Sample Entered Multi pl e R Squared 

School Size (Below Entry Level) R ~uared Change F 

1 31 DChairp IRC .49242 .24248 .24248 2.45 
APrin IRC .53863 .29013 .04765 1.08 
Prin IRC .53922 .29076 .00063 .02 

2 33 APrin IRC .82375 .67856 .67856 23.36 
Prin IRC .83243 .69295 .01439 1. 75 
DChairp IRC .83512 .69743 .00448 .43 

3 30 APrin IRC .68570 .47019 .47019 .68 
Pri n IRC .70310 .49435 .02417 1.92 
DChairp IRC .72076 .51949 .02513 1.36 

4 45 APrin IRC .63162 .39894 .39894 3.01 
Prin IRC .70812 .50143 .10249 9.48 
DChairp IRC .75073 .56359 .06216 5.84 

5 39 APrin IRC .80734 .65180 .65180 6.21 
Prin IRC .81859 .67010 .01830 1.87 
DChairp IRC .83120 .67436 .00426 .46 

6 40 APrin IRC .65690 .43152 .43152 29.00 
DChairp IRC .66300 .43957 .00805 .53 
(Prin IRC) 

P 

.129 

.308 

.878 

<.001 
.197 
.518 

.415 

.178 

.254 

.090 

.004 

.020 

.018 

.180 

.503 

.001 

.471 

~ 
0'\ 



Table 20, Continued. 

Order of Variables 
Sample Entered Multipl e 

School Size (Below Entry Level) R 

7 27 APrin IRC .47242 
Prin IRC .49119 
DChairp IRC .49286 

8 37· APrin IRC .57259 
DChairp IRC .59725 
Pri n IRC .59803 

All 282 APrin IRC .65337 
Schools DChairp IRC .66625 

Prin IRC .66994 

R 
R Squared 

Squared Change 

.22318 .22318 

.24126 .01808 

.24291 .00165 

.32786 .32786 

.35670 .02885 

.35763 .00093 

.42686 .42686 

.44388 .01703 

.44882 .00494 

F 

1.62 
.57 
.05 

3.34 
1.51 

.05 

60.40 
9.13 
2.49 

P 

.216 

.458 

.825 

.077 

.228 

.828 

.001 

.003 

.116 

~ ..... 



is too small to be practically significant, except in School 4, 

where the change is 10 percent for the assistant principal score 

and 6 perdent for the chairperson score. 

Results for the regression of mean department chairperson 

score from the SOIL instrument on the mean scores of all roles on 

the IRe instrument are presented in Table 21. In all schools and 

across schools the first variable entered is the mean chairperson 

score, which accounts for a significant portion of the variance. 

The other two variables make some additional contribution, but as 

in the previous analysis, the order of entry varies. 
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Across all schools the mean chairperson score on the 

validation instrument accounts for 49 percent of the variance in the 

mean chairperson score on the study instrument. Within schools this 

percent varies from 35 to 64 percent. In addition, the R squared 

change is not sufficient to be of any practical significance, except 

in School 1, where the change was 12 percent for assistant principal. 

The hypothesis that "Perceived leadership could not be 

predicted by frequency of contact about instruction" was rejected 

across schools for each role at least at the .05 level. The 

independent variable entered at the first step is the mean score 

on the IRe instrument for the same role as the dependent variable 

(mean score on SOIL). This first variable in all cases accounts 

for nearly half the variance in the dependent variable. Analyses 

by school support these conclusions for all schools for the 

department chairperson role, and for all schools except School 8 



Table 21. Results for Stepwise Regression of Mean Department Chairperson Score for SOIL 
Instrument on IRC Instrument Scores fOt' All Roles with F Test for Each 
Regression Coefficient. 

Order of Variables R 
Sample Entered Multiple R Squared 

School Size (Below Entry Level) R Squared Change F P 

1 31 DChairp IRC .60431 .36519 .36519 22.35 <.001 
APrin IRC .69610 .48455 .11937 3.95 .057 
Pri n IRC .69655 .48518 .00062 .03 .858 

2 33 DChairp IRC .80025 .64039 .64039 15.55 .001 
APrin IRC .80247 .64396 .00356 2.59 .118 
Prin IRC .81919 .67108 .0271L 2.39 .133 

3 30 DChai rp IRC .59193 .35038 .35038 6.87 .014 
APrin IRC .59651 .35583 .00545 .13 .722 
Prin IRC .59680 .35617 .00034 .01 .908 

4 45 DChairp IRC .79983 .63972 .63972 73.30 <.001 
Prin IRC .80342 .64549 .00576 .68 .413 
(APri n IRC) 

5. 39 DChairp IRC .79206 .62737 .62737 50.81 ,.001 
APrin IRC .80061 .64097 .01360 7.68 .009 
Pri n IRC .83463 .69661 .05564 6.42 .016 

6 40 DChairp IRC .68169 .46470 .46470 31.28 .001 
Pri n IRC .69772 .48681 .02210 .36 .555 
APrin IRC .70120 .49169 .00488 .35 .560 

I 
1.0 
1.0 



Table 21, Continued. 

Order of Variables 
Sample Entered Multipl e 

School Size (Below Entry Level) R 

7 27 DChairp IRC .71892 
Prin IRC .73531 
(APrin IRC) 

8 37 DChairp IRC .62886 
Prin IRC .64262 
APrin IRC .64346 

All 282 DChairp IRC .70068 
Schools APrin IRC .70496 

Pri n IRC .70507 

R 
R ·Squared 

Squared Change 

.51684 .51684 

.54068 .02384 

.39547 .39547 

.41296 ,01749 

.41404 .00108 

.49096 .49096 

.49697 .00602 

.49713 .00015 

F 

28.24 
1.25 

19.18 
.16 
.06 

228.63 
1.54 

.08 

P ---
<.001 

.275 

<..001 
.691 
.806 

<..001 
.216 
.771 

...... 
o 
o 



for the principal role. For the assistant principal role, this 

conclusion is supported only by Schools 2, 5, and 6. 

Mixed Design ANOVA 

A mixed design ANOVA was run for the IRe instrument using 

the BMD program 2V, with schools as the between factor and roles as 

the within factor. This analysis was done as another validation of 

the SOIL instrument. If the study instrument is in fact measuring 

instructional leadership and if contact with teachers is a related 

characteristic, results should show a comparable pattern in 

significant differences among schools and roles. 

The ANOVA did produce the same overall F test results as 
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for the ANOVA analysis of the SOIL. On the one hand, the hypothesis 

that "There will be no significant difference among schools in 

amounts of instruction-related contact with teachers II could not be 

rejected at the .05 level, when contact is measured across all three 

roles. (See Table 22.) However, as was the case in the study 

instrument, the IRe instrument revealed significant differences for 

roles and for the interaction between roles and schools. 

The IRe means (Table 23) were graphed by school for each 

role (Figure 3) and Scheffe post hoc tests run to compare roles 

within schools (Table 24). In general, the chairperson is 

significantly higher than at least one other role (in contrast with 

the SOIL analysis, in which the assistant principal tended to be 

the role highest in leadership). In Schools 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8 the 

chairperson is significantly higher than both the principal and 



Table 22. Source Table for Mixed Design ANOVA for IRe Instrument. 

Source of Variance Sum of Sguares Degrees of Freedom Mean Sguare 

Between (Schools) 13 .18736 7 1.88391 

Error 351.92011 280 1.25686 

Within (Roles) 22.42157 2 11.21079 

Interaction 16.27442 14 1.16246 
(Schools X Roles) 

El~ror 179.22050 560 .32004 

F 

1.50 

35.03 

3.63 

P 

.167 

.001 

.001 

....... 
o 
N 



Table 23. Mean Score by School for Each Role on IRC Instrument. 

School School School School School School 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

Role n = 32 n = 33 n = 30 n = 47 n = 39 n - 41 

Principal 1. 747 1.872 1.649 1. 711 1.885 1.480 

Assistant 1.908 2.298 1.785 2.018 1.709 1.686 
Principal 

Department 2.071 2.280 2.086 2.546 2.108 2.133 
Cha i t'person 

All Roles 1.909 2.150 1.840 2.092 1.901 1.766 

School School 
7 8 

n = 27 n = 39 

2.155 1.701 

1.663 1.813 

1.956 2.071 

1.925 1.862 

All Schools 

n = 288 

1.758 

1.863 

2.177 

1.933 

-o 
w 
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Table 24. Calculated F Values for Scheffe Post Hoc Comparisons for the IRC Instrument. 

Significant values are asterisked. 

School School School School School School School School 
Comparisons 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Pd n > APri n 1.89 *10.24 

Prin < APrin 1.28 *9.34 .87 *6.93 2.70 .76 

Prin >DChairp 1.67 

Pri n < DChai rp *5.23 *8.60 *8.98 *51.19 *3.0 *27.29 *8.32 

APri n > DChai rp .02 

APrin < DChairp 1.33 *4.25 *20.45 *9.70 *12.82 *3.64 *4.04 

..... 
a 
<Jl 



assistant principal. In Schools 1 and 2 the chairperson is signif

icantly higher than the principal but not significantly different 

than the assistant principal. In School 7 the chairperson and 

principal are not significantly different, but are higher than the 

assistant principal. 

Relationships Between SOIL and TIC 

The second validation instrument (Teacher-Initiated Contact 

About Instruction) was developed on the assumption that persons 

perceived to play important roles in the functions included in the 

SOIL instrument would be the same persons with whom teachers would 

choose to talk if faced with problems derived from those functions. 

Each item on the TIC instrument was designed to match one item on 

the SOIL instrument as presented in Appendix D. 
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This instrument was administered to a 50 percent random 

sample of teachers (no department chairpersons or nonteaching staff) 

in two schools. Since these responses were not matched to the 

original survey form contianing the SOIL instrument, analyses were 

done using the means for e5ch school on the paired items. 

Response Rate 

The second survey, containing this instrument, resulted in 

a return rate of 45.95 percent in School 2 and a 34.48 percent 

return in School 5. (See Table 25.) Of those who returned 

surveys, only one was not part of the original sample. It 

is suspected that someone who was part of the random sample chose 



Table 25. Response Rate Data for TIC Instrument and Follow-Up Interviews. 

School 

2 

5 

Number in 
Sample 

37 

30 

Number of Returned 
Questionnaires 

18 

10 

Number Agreeing 
% Return to Interview 

45.95 11 

34.48 7 

Number of 
Interviews 

7 

5 

Table 26. Spearman Rank Order Correlations Beb/een Mean Scores 
on SOIL Instrument and TIC Instrument for Selected Items. 

Sample rs for 20 Matched rs for 18 Matched 
Role Size Items Items 

Pd nci pa 1 28 .2447 .5031 

Assistant 28 .0669 .3870 
Principal 

Department 28 .8523 .8607 
Chairperson 

-a 
-.J 



not to respond and turned the instrument over to this volunteer. 

His responses to the survey are included in the quantitative 

analysis (Spearman Rank Correlation) but not in the discussion of 

the qualitative results. 

Spearman Rank Order Correlations 
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Spearman Rank Correlations between mean scores on both the 

study instrument and the TIC instrument were run to test the 

hypothesis that liThe mean school score for each role on the Teacher

Initiated Contact instrument will not be significantly correlated 

to the mean score for the same role on the SOIL instrument, for 

selected pair items". Using all 20 matched pairs of items, the 

correlation for department chairperson is .85, .24 for principal, 

and .07 for assistant principal. 

An analysis of the rankings for each member of the pairs 

disclosed two paired items (#3 and #10 on Appendix D) which have 

almost inverse rankings. Since this large discrepancy in rankings 

might have meant that respondents did not interpret the items 

similarly, they were dropped from the correlation and the Spearman 

Rank Correlation run again. Table 26 (p. 107) shows the difference 

between the two analyses. Eliminating these two parings increased 

all three correlations, especially for assistant principal and 

principal. The second set of correlations is .86 (chairperson), 

.50 (principal), and .39 (principal). 



Relationship Between SOIL and Interview 

The interview results were analyzed both qualitatively and 

quantitatively. Both sets of analyses served as a check on the 

validity of the SOIL items, by determining whether teachers' 

predictions in an interview corresponded to the obtained ratings 

for each role and each item. Differences in interpreations of 

items were also considered as a source of variance in the item 

analysis for the SOIL instrument. Finally, interviewees were asked 

to indicate other persons who provide leadership for any of the 

items. 

Predictions for Department Chairpersons 
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In response to a question asking interviewees to identify 

which departments they would expect to score high on the SOIL 

instrument and which they would expect to score low, results for the 

six largest departments (presented in Table 27) show some parallel 

with the ranking by mean score on the SOIL instrument. 

The corroboration of ranking on the SOIL instrument is 

clearer in School 5 and for departments with extreme scores. For 

example, the math department in School 5, which had the highest 

score (3.19) of any department in any school on the SOIL instrument, 

was rated "hi gh" by a 11 five of the i ntervi ewees. The Engl ish 

department in that school, which had the lowest mean score for 

School 5 on the SOIL instrument (1.80), was ranked "low" by three 

interviewees (inr.luding two from the English department), and "high" 

by none. 



Table 27. Number of Interviewees Ranking Each of Six Major Departments High, 
Medium, and Low in Department Chairperson Leadership. 

Department School 2 (n = 6) Department School 5 (n = 5} 

(Mean SOIL Score) High Medium Low (Mean SOIL Score) High Medium Low 

PE 0 5 1 Math 5 0 0 
(2.84) (3.19) 

English 6 0 0 PE 0 3 2 
(2.79) (2.58) 

Adaptive Ed 0 5 1 Science 3 2 0 
(1. 93) (2.39) 

Social Studies 2 4 0 Adaptive Ed 0 4 1 
(1. 77) (2.33) 

Math 0 4 2 English 0 2 3 
( 1. 66) ( 1.80) 

Science 2 2 2 Soci a 1 Studi es 2 3 0 
(1. 64) (no respondents) 

....... 

....... 
o 



In School 2, the department with the highest score on the 

SOIL instrument (PE) was given no "high II ratings by the inter

viewees, but only one "low" rating. The English department, 

however, whose mean score was very close to that of PE, was given 
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a. "high" rating by all six interviewees. Science, with a mean of 

1.64 on the SOIL instrument, received an equally divided assessment: 

two interviewees rated it "high", two "low". The math department, 

which was nearly as low on the SOIL instrument as science, received 

two "low" ratings and no "high" ratings in the interviews. 

Mean Ratings and Consistency 

A number of calculations were done to allow a comparison of 

the high, medium, and low ratings for each item on the interview 

with the mean score and standard deviation of each item on the SOIL 

instrument. 

First, the interview rankings (high, medium, and low) were 

quantified to be roughly parallel to the SOIL rating system: 

High = 4, Medium = 3, Low = 2; when interviewees emphatically stated 

"absolute'ly none", a zero was assigned. A zero was also assigned to 

an "I donlt know" response, of which there were very few, on the 

assumption that if teachers do not perceive even a low level of 

importance for a function, the function is either not being 

performed or is having the same impact as a "not performed" item, 

as far as that teacher is concerned. 

Using this scoring system, means for each item were then 

calculated. Interview means were asterisked if they showed a large 
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discrepancy from the SOIL mean. The discrepancy criterion was 

specified to be substantively logical rather than mathematically 

precise, by viewing the data as discrete rather than continuous 

data. A 1.0 to 1.9 rating was interpreted as qualitatively 

different from a 2.0 to 2.9 rating. If an item received a 2.8 

rating in the interview and a 2.1 rating on the study instrument, 

they were both assumed to be a rating of "un important" to "somewhat" 

important. A rating of 2.1 on the interview and a 1.7 on the 

instrument were counted as discrepant on this basis, with a 1.7 

indicating "no" role to "un important" role, and a 2.1 indicating a 

"somewhat" to "very" important role. Table 28 has asterisked items 

which are discrepant by this criteria for each school. The pattern 

was identical in both schools, although for different items. 

Thirteen out of 32 items were discripant in two or more roles, and 

only eight items were not discrepant in any role. 

Second, items were evaluated to see if the same role was 

ranked highest in the interview and in the SOIL instrument. Items 

in which the highest ranked role differed across the two instruments 

are identified in Table 29. The same role scored highest on both 

instruments for 21 out of 32 items in both schools. Of the 11 

items with discrepancies, three were common to both schools: items 

7, 29, and 30. 

Third, items having the greatest consistency were compared 

visually to both the mean and standard deviation of the item on the 

SOIL instrument. (See Tables 30 and 31.) Consistency was defined 



Table 28. Mean Predicted Rating by Interviewees for Each 
Item on the SOIL Instrument in Both Schools. 

Item 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

Asterisk indicates different level of leader
ship than actual mean score obtained in the 
survey. 

School 2 School 5 

Prin APrin DChairp Prin APrin DChairp 

2.50 3.00 3.33 *3.00 2.60 2.40 

*2.17 *3.00 *3.67 2.60 2.40 2.80 

2.33 2.67 2.67 *3.20 2.20 2.20 

*3.17 *2.67 *2.83 *3.40 *2.20 2.20 

3.17 3.67 2.17 3.60 2.20 2.20 

*2.50 2.83 3.00 2.40 3.80 2.20 

2.33 *3.50 *3.83 2.40 *3.20 *2.60 

*3.00 2.67 3.83 *2.40 2.60 3.60 

*2.17 *2.67 *3.50 1.80 *2.00 *3.20 

*2.17 *2.33 *2.83 1.80 1.80 2.80 

2.83 2.67 *2.83 *3.40 *2.80 *1.80 

2.83 *3.50 2.50 2.80 2.60 2.80 

*2.50 4.00 2.83 *3.00 *3.00 2.40 

1.83 *2.17 1.83 2.20 *3.20 2.00 

2.00 *3.50 *2.17 *2.00 2.60 *2.00 

1.67 1.83 1.67 *2.80 *2.20 1.80 

*2.67 3.17 *3.33 3.80 2.40 2.20 

.t.· 
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Table 28, Continued. 

School 2 School 5 

Item Pr;n APr;n DChairp Pr;n APrin DChairp 

18 *2.00 *2.17 *2.17 1.80 1.80 *1.80 

19 2.33 2.50 2.00 2.40 2.40 2.20 

20 *2.33 *2.83 *3.33 2.80 2.80 *3.00 

21 *2.00 *3.17 *3.00 *2.60 *2.80 *3.00 

22 2.50 2.67 2.17 *3.60 2.60 2.60 

23 2.50 3.17 2.67 2.40 3.80 2.20 

24 2.33 3.67 2.67 *3.80 *3.00 2.60 

25 *2.00 2.67 2.83 *2.00 *2.00 *3.20 

26 2.00 2.67 2.33 2.20 2.00 *2.00 

27 2.00 2.50 *3.33 *2.20 2.80 2.60 

28 *2.33 2.33 2.83 2.40 *3.00 2.80 

29 *2.00 2.50 2.33 *2.00 *2.80 2.20 

30 *2.50 2.83 *2.00 *2.40 *2.20 1.80 

31 *2.00 2.83 *3.33 *2.20 *2.60 2.60 

32 *2.00 *2.00 2.50 1.60 1.60 *2.40 



Table 29. Items on Which Highest Ranked Role on SOIL 
Instrument Does Not Agree with Interviewees' 
Predicted Ratings 

Highest Ranked Highest Ranked 
School Item Role on SOIL Role on Interview 

2 1 APrin DChairp 

2 7 APrin DChairp 

5 7 DCha;rp APr;n 

5 11 DChairp Prin 

2 16 Prin & DChairp APr;n 

5 19 DChairp Prin & APr;n 

2 20 APr;n DCha;rp 

5 24 APr;n Prin 

2 27 APrin DCha;rp 

5 28 DCha;rp APr;n 

2 29 DChairp APrin 

5 29 DChairp APrin 

2 30 DCha;rp APrin 

5 30 DCha;rp Prin 
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Table 30. Comparison of Interviewee Ratings with Actual SOIL 
Mean Score for Selected Items in School 2. 

Item 

Prin 2 

Prin 7 

Prin 9 

Prin 10 

Prin 14 

Prin 15 

*Pr;n 17 

Prin 18 

Prin 21 

Prin 24 

Prin 25 

Prin 26 

Pr;n 27 

Prin 28 

Prin 29 

*Prin 30 

Pr;n 31 

Prin 32 

Asterisk identifies items with SOIL standard devi
ation less than 1.0 but without high interviewee 
consistency. 

Interviewee SOIL SOIL 
Ratings Mean Score Standard Deviation 

L L L L L M 1.7 1.0 

L L L L L H 2.0 1.3 

L L L L L M 1.2 .7 

L L L L L M 1.2 .7 

L L L L L a 1.7 1.0 

L L L L L L 1.6 .8 

M M L L H 0 3.2 .9 

L L L L L L 1.3 .9 

L L L L L L 1.5 .8 

L L L L L H 2.5 1.2 

L L L L L L 1.4 .8 

L L L L L L 2.4 1.2 

L L L L L L 2.0 1.2 

L L L L L H 1.7 1.0 

L L L L L L 1.6 1.1 

L L L L M H 1.3 .7 

L L L L L L 1.4 .8 

L L L L L L 1.7 1.1 
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Table 30, Continued. 

Interviewee SOIL SOIL 
Item Ratings Mean Score Standard Deviation 

*APrin 4 M M M M L L 1.4 .7 

APrin 5 H H H H H L 3.3 1.0 

APrin 6 H H H H H M 3.9 .4 

APrin 13 H H H H H H 3.5 .9 

APrin 18 L L L L L M 1.6 1.1 

APrin 24 H H H H H L 3.1 1.1 

APrin 28 L L L L L H 2.0 1.2 

DChairp 5 L L L L L M 1.6 1.0 

DChairp 7 H H H H H M 2.7 1.3 

DChairp 8 H H H H H M 3.0 1.1 

DChai rp 14 L L L L L 0 1.5 .8 

DChairp 15 L L L L L M 1.2 .7 

DChairp 18 L L L L L M 1.8 1.1 

DChairp 19 L L L L L L 2.5 1.3 

DChairp 26 L L L L L H 2.3 1.3 

DChairp 29 L L L L L H 2.3 1.1 

DChairp 30 L L L L L L 2.0 1.2 



Table 31. Comparison of Interviewee Ratings with Actual SOIL 
Mean Score for Selected Items in School 5. 

Item 

Prin 5 

Prin 8 

Prin 9 

Pri n 10 

Prin 15 

Prin 17 

Prin 18 

Prin 19 

Prin 22 

Prin 24 

Prin 25 

Prin 27 

Prin 28 

Prin 29 

Prin 30 

Prin 31 

APrin 3 

APrin 4 

Asterisk identifies items with SOIL standard devi
ation less than 1.0 but without high interviewee 
consistency. 

Interviewee SOIL SOIL 
Ratings Mean Score Standard Deviation 

H H H H L 3.5 .8 

L L L L H 1.5 .9 

L L L L a 1.3 .7 

L L L L a 1.1 .4 

L L L L L 1.7 1.0 

H H H H M 3.5 .9 

L L L L a 1.6 1.0 

L L L L H 2.3 1.1 

H H H H L 2.7 1.1 

H H H H M 2.5 1.2 

L L L L L 1.4 .7 

L L L L M 1.8 1.0 

L L L L H 2.0 1.1 

L L L L L 1.6 .8 

L L L L H 1.6 .9 

L L L L M 1.6 .9 

L L L L M 2.0 1.1 

L L L L M 1.7 .9 
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Table 31, Continued. 

Interviewee SOIL SOIL 
Item Ratings Mean Score Standard Deviation 

APrin 6 H H H H M 3.8 .6 

"'APrin 9 L L L M 0 1.5 .8 

APrin 10 L L L L 0 1.3 .8 

APrin 18 L L L L 0 . 1.5 .9 

APrin 23 H H H H M 3.1 1.0 

APrin 25 L L L L L 1.8 1.1 

DChairp 1 L L L L H 2.8 1.1 

DChairp 4 L L L L M 2.8 1.2 

!)Chairp 5 L L L L M 2.3 1.1 

DChairp 6 L L L L M 2.3 1.1 

DChairp 8 H H H H L 3.2 1.2 

DChairp 11 L L L L 0 2.3 1.3 

DChairp 14 L L L L L 2.0 1.1 

DChairp 15 L L L L L 1.3 .7 

DChairp 16 L L L L 0 1.6 1.0 

DChairp 17 L L L L M 2.4 .9 

DChairp 18 L L L L 0 2.0 1.3 

DChairp 23 L L L L M 2.2 1.3 

DChairp 29 L L L L M 2.5 1.1 

DChairp 30 L L L L 0 1.7 1.1 



as identical ratings on an item for at least all but one of the 

interviewees. Intervtewee ratings had overall high agreement with 

the SOIL mean score ratings. In addition, although in~erviewees 

overall had lower variability in responses than did results of the 

survey, nearly all items with low standared deviations on the SOIL 

instrument had very consistent ratings in the same direction by the 

interviewees. 

For example, in School 2, on 16 principal items on which 

the interviewees had high agreement on predicted ratings, predic

tions were somewhat discrepant from actual ratings on the SOIL 

instrument for only b/o items: 24 and 26. In School 2, on seven 

assistant principal items showing high interviewee agreement, none 

were discrepant from the SOIL mean. Also in School 2, out of 10 

chairperson items on which interrater agreement was high, only one 

item was quite discrepant: item 7. 
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In School 5 results are similar. For the principal role, 

out of 17 highly consistent items, two items (22 and 24) received 

four high ratings from the interview and scores of only 2.7 and 2.5 

respectively on the SOIL instrument. No discrepancies exist for 

the assistant principal role, out of seven consistently rated items. 

For the chairperson role, out of 14 items, only items 1 and 4 were 

discrepant from the SOIL ratings. 

Item Interpretation Differences 

Interviewees were asked to explain the meaning of several 

items, and to indicate if any part of the item was confusing. Items 
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were distributed over all interviewees so that all items could be 

investigated at least twice in this way. In addition, any comments 

made in the course of the interview concerning any item were noted 

on the interview form. Variations in interpretation of item meaning 

and unusual interpretations are presented for each item in Table 32. 

Divergent interpretations of items are associated with the 

use of certain words and phrases which have multiple associations 

for teachers or can include several different behaviors. These 

words include, for example, "goals ll (items 1, 2), lI articulates ll 

(item 1), "instructional responsibilities ll (item 3), IIhelps" (items 

2,9,27), "selects" (item 4), lIevaluatesll (items 5,9), "develops" 

(items 6,10,24), "communicates" (items 12,19), "basic skills 

instruction" (item 12), "staff development program" (item 13), 

"observes teacher" (item 17), IIgenera 1 concern for achi evement" 

(item 19), II school climate" (item 24), and "nonevaluative" 

(item 28). 

Other Leadership Sources 

Interviewees were encouraged to indicate other sources of 

instructional leadership besides those rated in this study. Other 

teachers were mentioned frequently as providing leadership for each 

other, specifically for items 9, 10, 12, 16, 19, 20, 21, 23, 29, and 

32. Counselors were another identified source, for items 11, 12, 

14, 19, and 29. Specialists (both within the school and from the 

district offices) were mentioned as providing leadership for items 

10, 11, and 21. In a number of items, when no one was seen as 



Table 32. Summary of Terms and Sample Interpretations Offered During Interviews. 

Item Words or Phrases --
I Goals 
1 Articulates 

2 Helps 
2 Relate ... goals 

3 Cladfies ... 
t~espons i bi 1 i ties 

4 Selects 

5 Evaluates 

Interpretations 

School philosophy or desired outcomes. 
Written in handbook or told to teacher individ
ually or in group. 

Makes a concerted effort. 
Develop a good program. 

Defines who is demonstrating leadership in school 
or who is given leadership or lets teacher know 
individual responsibilities. 
Occurs during formal interview. 
Confusing because teacher is sole instructor. 

Includes variety of activities: interviewing, 
checking on qualifications, getting input, making 
recommendation. 

Observing teacher in classroom or evaluating 
other aspects of instruction such as lesson plans. 
Includes variety of activities: observing in 
classroom, holding conference with teacher, fill
ing out form (whether teacher is observed or not). 
Viewed consistently as formal process. 

t-' 
N 
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Table 32. Sumnary of Terms and Sample Interpretations Offered During Interviews. 

Item Words or Phrases 

6 Develops 

7 Assigns teachers 

8 Allocates materials 

9 Evaluate ... materials 

10 Help ... to develop 

11 Support ... made available 

Interpretations 

Includes variety of activities: determining needs 
such as number of students and courses to offer, 
surveying building and actually positioning 
courses on schedule. 

Closely related to master schedule building. 
Includes assigning returning teachers and new 
teachers hired over summer and IIshufflingll teach
ers around to accommodate modifications in the 
schedule. 

Ordering supplies through warehouse or ordering 
prebudgeted items. 
Viewed as a II no optionsll activity, constrained 
by department budget. 

Building-level activity or district-level activity 
(textbook selection committees). 

Sharing pool of ideas or setting up resource room 
with ideas for teachers. 

Number of aides assigned to departments for the 
year or temporary use of support personnel. 

....... 
N 
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Table 32. Summary of Terms and Sample Interpretations Offered During Interviews. 

Item Words or Phrases 

12 Communicates 

Basic skills 

13 Staff development programs 

14 (No unusual or multiple 
i nterpt'etat ions) 

15 (No unusual or multiple 
interpretations) 

16 (No unusual or multiple 
interpretations) 

17 Observes 

Interpretations 

Includes variety of means: letters, special pro
grams for parents, discipline committees, 
conferences, parent partnership councils, 
newsletter. 
Let parents know what kids must know and their 
current level 

Used interchangeably with "inservice" to include 
any meeting of teachers, whether for increasing 
skills, planning for implementation of curriculum 
or improving communication. 

Synonymous with the primary and required method of 
teacher evaluation, using formal evaluation instru
ment (compare #5). 

..... 
N 
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Table 32. Summary of Terms and Sample Interpretations Offered During Interviews. 

Item Words or Phrases 

18 (No unusual or multiple 
interpretations) 

19 

19 

20 

21 

22 
22 

Communicates 

General concern for 
achievement 

Organizes 

Provides help 

New programs 
Approves 

Interpretations 

Includes talking to students at assemblies and in 
classrooms or showing off past achievements. 
Encourage students to get higher scores, work 
better. 

Inservice or time planned to work on common 
problems or getting departments to use same 
methods. 
If schoolwide, organized by assistant principal; 
if within department, department chairperson 
organizes. 

Calling department meeting or suggestions 
included in formal evaluation or encouraging 
teachers or facilitate teachers· efforts at 
improvement (e.g., releasing early for uni
versity class). 

Courses not taught before. 
Sequence of approval from department chairperson 
to principal. 

I 
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Table 32. Summary of Terms and Sample Interpretations Offered During Interviews. 

Item 

23 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

27 

Words or Phrases 

Student discipline 

Improve 

School climate 

Coordinates instruction 
Different grade levels 

Policy ... grades 

Helps 
Departments to 
Coordinate 

Interpretations 

Includes both within school and within classroom 
dimension. 
Includes both attendance and suspension. 
Develop consistent policy across school 

Reduce noise and distraction from other classes. 
Clear halls from loitering. 
Communication between faculty and administration. 
Backing teachers on discipline. 
IIEverything from the walls to the principal's 
expression. 1I 

Facilitates articulation. 
Between junior high/senior high or within one 
level and department, across grades. 

Course substitutions, criteria for passing, or 
general evaluation of student. 

Includes formal meetings and informal discussions. 
Different departments coordinating among them
selves or one department coordinating its own 
curricula. 

I 
t-' 
N 
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Table 32. Summary of Terms and Sample Interpretations Offered During Interviews. 

Item 

28 

29 

29 

Words or Phrases 

Nonevaluative feedback 

Suggests 

Alternative instructional 
methods 

30 (No unusual or multiple 
interpretations) 

31 Works ... to improve 

32 Interruptions 

Interpretations 

Not critical or "positive strokes" or not related 
to formal evaluation or informal, not part of 
file or verbal, not written. 

Comparing ideas informally or direct assistance to 
students (e.g., tutoring). 
Help with instruction or help with behavior/ 
attendance problems. 

Building function or central office function. 
Related to evaluation: help is given after 
problem identified. 

Students being called from class for attendance 
and discipline. 

....... 
N 
....... 



exhibiting leadership, the explanation given was that no leadership 

was possible because of central office mandates (e.g., consensus 

agreement) or central office assumed responsibilities (e.g., budget 

preparation). This was true for items B (budgets), 11 (support 

personnel), 16 (additional funds), 31 (working with teachers to 

improve programs), and 18 (peer observation). 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS, DISCUSSION, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This chapter ;s divided into three sections: conclusions to 

the study and discussion of the findings, implications for practice, 

and implications for future research. 

Conclusions and Discussion 

The findings are discussed firstin terms of the adequacy of 

the sample and reliability of the SOIL instrument. Conclusions 

regarding functions performed by each role (based on the descriptive 

statistics and factor analyses) are then discussed, followed by 

conclusions regarding differences in lmadership patterns among 

schools. Finally, data from the three validation instruments is 

discussed. 

Adequacy of the Sample 

The albatross of all studies relying on a mail survey is 

sample return rate. Although it is evident from the Spearman 

coefficient of .82 that percent of school responding is strongly 

related to the survey distribution date, the response rate by school 

is clearly proportional to school size in relation to total sample. 

A comparison of each school IS response as a percent of total 
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response across schools is within at least 2.33 percent of each 

school's sample (total surveyed) as a percent of the total sample 

across all schools. 

There appears to be no response bias by department either. 

Except for social studies, whose response rate was half that 

expected in relation to size, departments differed very little in 

percent of total response as compared to department size as a 

percent of total sample. 

These discrepancies in proportionality are small enough to 

justify a conclusion that the sample of respondents is represen

tative of the sample surveyed. Conclusions drawn about the total 

sample on the basis of those who responded, therefore, can be 

considered valid. To the extent that other districts include high 

schools which are similar to the ones used in this study, any of 

these conclusions should be applicable, whether the conclusions 

concern schools or departments. 

Reliability 
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Internal consistency of items on the SOIL instrument appears 

to be very good, with Cronbach's alpha coefficients near .95 for all 

three roles. However, some items probably do not belong in the set 

because when they are deleted, alpha increases when it would be 

expected to decrease with the addition of an item correlating highly 

with other items in the instrument. These same items overall have 

the lowest intercorrelation with other items in the instrument, 

which corroborates this finding. Using this criteria, item 4 



(selects personnel) does not belong in the set for principal and 

assistant principal, nor do items 5 and 6 (evaluates teachers and 

develops master schedule) for assistant principal, and item 15 

(schedules assemblies) for the chairperson role. 

These items, along with several which have high R squared 

values indicating redundancy, should probably be revised and 

retested to determine if in fact they do not belong in the set of 

questions dealing with instructional leadership. Most of these 

items make general statements which could include several functions 

or which do not clearly specify an instructional function. This 

lack of clarity can generate inconsistency in responses because it 

increases the range of interpretation possible among respondents. 

This in turn lowers the intercorrelation with other items on which 

reliability estimates are based. 

An apparent inconsistency exists in this study and must be 

addressed: high alpha coefficients for an instrument in which six 

or seven factors are extracted for each role. Cronbach (1951) 

explains this anomaly as follows: when items have approximately 
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the same intercorrelations, as an instrument is increased in length, 

added items account for a rapidly decreasing proportion of variance. 

That is, the end effect of additional items is to increase the 

strength of the general factor (first factor extracted), when other 

factors are present in only a few items. This description fits 

the SOIL instrument exactly. For all three roles a primary factor 

is extracted which accounts for a substantial proportion of the 



variance (i.e., around 40 percent). Subsequent factors include 

substantially fewer items (some as few as two) and account for 

about five percent of the variance of each. 

Functional Analyses by Role 
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Collectively, the analyses of the SOIL instrument point out 

very clearly that teachers perceive principals~ assistant principals, 

and department chairpersons as performing different instructional 

functions within the school. Additionally, it is clear that no role 

is seen as performing at a high level of leadership on more than a 

few items and certainly not across all items. 

A comparison of how items rank within roles highlights some 

of these differences. The most important functions for principals 

(in terms of rank among items) tend to be tasks involving super

vision and authorization, such as evaluation, personnel hiring, 

and approval of programs. Other important functions involve 

setting the tone of the school and communicating the school's 

orientation and values to teachers, parents, and students. The 

least important functions are those which involve direct interaction 

with teachers, encouragement of peer observation, and coordination 

of instruction. 

The most important functions attributed to the assistant 

principal role overlap considerably with those of the principal in 

terms of teacher evaluation and school tone or climate. However, 

the assistant principal is seen as playing a more important role 

in administrative functions which, while not directly involved 



with the classroom, do influence instruction more directly than 

those tasks assigned most important for the principal. These tasks 

include master schedule building and assignment of teachers to 

classes, as well as student discipline. Direct involvement with 

teachers and the instructional process is low in importance for the 

assistant principal role, as is true for the principal role. 

On the other hand, some functions in which the principal 

is perceived to play an important role are less important to the 

assistant principal role. For example, for the assistant principal 

role personnel selection is ranked very low in importance and the 

dissemination of information to parents and students is somewhat 

less important than for the principal, although it is by no means 

the least important. 
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The department chairperson role has as its most important 

functions those which involve allocating responsibilities (personnel 

and materials) and transmission and interpretation of school goals. 

Other top ranked functions are those involving direct contact with 

teachers about instruction, both to organize teachers and to deliver 

direct services. 

At the department chairperson level the least important 

functions are those which involve the prOVision of resources (other 

than materials). For example, department chairpersons play little 

role in providing support personnel, staff development, or 

assemblies, probably because access to resources controlling the 

distribution of such resources is not given to department 



chairpersons. They also play little role in those instruction

related functions which are mandated by higher administrative 

levels (e.g., lesson plans, teacher evaluation, ahd standardized 

testing). 
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To some extent these findings are to be expected. The 

literature increasingly points to the principal role as a managerial 

one in which leadership affects the instructional process indirectly. 

The roles of department chairperson and assistant principal, 

however, have not been the focus of much research, either in the 

effective schools research or the leadership literature. Itis 

possible that findings from this study would not be fully repli

cated in other districts and that the degree of correspondence 

would depend on expectations placed on these two roles. 

For instance, in some districts department chairpersons are 

given an extra planning period and expected to be involved with 

teacher observation and evaluation. In this district, however, 

interview data confirmed that the consensus agreement forbids peer 

observation for the purpose of evaluation. If observation and 

evaluation are rated in the same pattern for all roles (as 

suggested by the factor analysis), then one could expect that the 

encouragement of peer observation would be considered forbidden and 

hence not performed by anyone in the school. 

Similarly, the mean scores and rankings of items for 

assistant principal may vary across districts, depending on the 

expectations set for their performance. Results suggest that in 



this district, master schedule building and discipline are of 

higher importance than monitoring the instructional program or 

selecting personnel. The former are likely to be associated with 

the assistant principal role in most other districts as well, while 

monitoring instruction and selecting personnel may be higher in 

some districts than others for this role. 

Items which are uniformly low may also reflect an orienta

tion within this district which would not exist elsewhere. For 

instance, the availability of support personnel, according to 

several interviewees, is allocated by a formula based on student 

body size. Flexibility in providing such personnel for teachers 

may therefore not exist, thus explaining a low score for each role 

on this item. It is equally plausible, however, according to 

Table 32 (p. 122), that teachers interpreted item 11 to mean 

"assign on a permanent basis" rather than "make available on an 

as-needed basis". It the latter interpretation were specified, it 

is possible that scores for this item would increase. 

Another item on which all roles scored relatively low 

concerns developing instructional materials (item 10). While it 

may be that such a function does need to be performed, it is also 

possible that conditions within the district restrict the 

performance of a given function, such as developing materials. 

For example, the availability of materials in a district may be 

sufficient to eliminate the need to develop any additional ones. 

Another explanation might be that at the secondary level, 
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teacher-made materials are not an accepted part of the teacher 

culture. This study did not explore' any of these or similar 

explanations. 

The analysis of absolute mean scores by role demonstrates 

that neither principal, assistant principal, nor department chair

person play very important roles in many of the items. At best 

many items are being performed at the unimportant to somewhat 

important role only for very narrow personnel matters such as 

selection and evaluation. The assistant principal also performs 
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an important personnel role for evaluation and teacher assignment, 

as well as a role in student discipline. The department chairperson 

only has an important role in assigning teachers and allocating 

materials. With this kind of overlap and paucity of high scores 

for other items, the picture which emerges is one of low levels of 

leadership being demonstrated across three key roles in these 

secondary schools. 

The factor analyses run on each role (across schools) also 

pOint to the existence of different patterns in the functions 

performed by each role. The clusters (factors) for a given role 

include items on which the pattern of ratings for a given role 

tends to be similar across respondents. As would be expected on an 

instrument designed to gather data about a single construct 

(instructional leadership), the first factor extracted accounts 

for a substantial proportion of the variance in responses, with 

subsequent factors contributing much less to the variance explained. 



All three roles include items describing behaviors which 

involve direct work with teachers to improve the instructional 

process. For the assistant principal and department chairperson 

roles, this is the first factor extracted; for the principal it 

is the second. Since the first factor in any case accounts for 

a substantial proportion of the variance in the data, we can 

conclude that this factor is more important in explaining how 

teachers view the assistant principal and chairperson than in 

explaining their view of principals. 

The second factor for principal includes the same items 

as the first factor for assistant principal, except for items 9 

and 10 (evaluation and development of instructional materials) and 

item 32 (interruptions to class time), which are not seen as 
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related to the direct assistance role of the department chairperson. 

In addition, item 20 (organizing teachers to work on instructional 

matters) is part of the direct assistance role of department 

chairpersons, but appears in another factor for the assistant 

principal role (#2). 

The differences in this direct assistance factor, between 

principal and assistant principal roles, suggest that involvement 

with instructional materials is associated with direct interventions 

for the assistant principal but for the principal this function is 

part of a different factor. Similarly, the role of assistant 

principal in controlling interruptions to class time is seen as 

related to direct support for teachers in the classroom; for the 



principal this function is connected to more managerial and 

indirect support of teachers. 

Differences between assistant principal and department 

chairperson in the area of direct interventions in instruction 

suggest that functions with an administrative component such as 

coordination or control of interruptions are not seen as part of 

the direct assistance role of the department chairperson. 

The first factor extracted for the principal role, 

Managerial Support Through Policies, Communication, and Resources, 

includes items which are part of several secondary factors for the 

department chairperson and assistant principal roles. For example, 

items 23, 24, 26, and 32 (dealing with discipline, climate, grading 

policy, and interruptions) form factor 3 for the assistant 

principal. These items are divided between two factors for the 

department chairperson role: factor 2, which involves schoolwide 

expectations, and factor 4, which involves schoolwide policies. 

Items 11, 12, 15, 16, and 19, also part of factor 1 for the 

principal role, are a major component of factor 2 for the depart

ment chairperson role, which involves schoolwide expectations. 

For the assistant principal role, these items are divided between 

factor 2 (instructional information) and factor 6 (resources). 

The differences in the grouping of these more 

administrative items reflect differences in the view of how 

leadership is delivered by the three roles. While the principal IS 

role in indirect support of instruction is viewed as more diffuse, 
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the role of the other two groups is more specific. The assistant 

principal is viewed as having a role which influences the 

instructional environment, is concerned with information related 

to instruction, and with instructional resources. The role of 

department chairperson in these indirect functions focuses on 

soliciting support for schoolwide policies and programs. 

The pattern of factors, considering both the initial (and 

primary) factor and subsequent factors, suggests some overall 

conclusions about how the three roles are perceived to function 

with regard to the teacher's instructional world. The principal's 

role is one of being a Manager: performing the more perfunctory 

coordination. communication, decision-making tasks relative to 

resources and information filtering into the system. The assistant 

principal's role, in contrast, is that of Facilitator: operating 

to improve the environment in which instruction must take place, 

by manipulating information, policies, and resources. The 

department chairperson role is best described as the Advocate: 

generating needed information, resources, policies, and programs 

and applying them on behalf of the overall instructional program. 

A final issue awaiting comment is the existence of a factor 

common to all three roles: Teacher Performance Data Collection 

(factor 6 for principal; factor 5 for the other two roles). This 

factor includes the same two items (evaluating teachers and 

observing teachers), which load very heavily on this factor across 

all three roles. The occurrence of an identical factor across 
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roles suggests that the items are being interpreted as very 

similar, regardless of the role. It appears that the observation 

of teachers is associated predominantly with evaluation rather 

than with providing help to teachers (item 21) or giving teachers 

feedback (item 28), or suggesting methods for helping failing 

students (item 29), or working with teachers to improve programs 

(item 31). This conclusion is supported not only by the factor 

analysis results, but also by the interview data. (See Table 32, 

p. 122.) 

The fact that teacher observation is not systematically 

related to any items involving direct instructional assistance 

suggests that teachers do not see administrative assistance as 

necessitating classroom observation, or at least do not see the 
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two as related. Likewise, it suggests that teachers see evaluation 

as isolated from the functions addressing instructional improvement 

directly. These findings raise serious concerns: 1) the 

feasibility of using teacher observation as part of an instructional 

improvement program; and 2) the feasibility of including instruc

tional improvement components in teacher evaluation programs. 

Differences in Leadership Patterns Among Schools 

Since schools in this study did not differ significantly in 

total leadership scores, it is appropriate to conclude that schools 

in this and similar districts are about equal in the amount of 

leadership perceived across all roles. In other words, regardless 

of the pattern of leadership delivery (\vho performs which functions 



and how important their role is), overall about the same amount of 

leadership is delivered. This result suggests that in every 

school roles are balanced out in terms of how much leadership is 

demonstrated. Schools tend to be high in some role or roles and 

low in others, rather than high or low in all three. 

The main effect for roles and the interaction of school 

by role also tend to support this conclusion. In general, 

principals are given the lowest rating and assistant principals 

the highest, but the interaction and post hocs show that this is 

not universally true. In Schools 1, 3, and 8 there is no 

significant difference among the roles. In two of these schools, 
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an administrative council composed of administrators and department 

chairpersons is the major decision-making vehicle. Such a structure 

may serve to level the perceptions of leadership, since no one role 

would be seen as a clear leader because decisions tend to be 

announced as council decisions. 

In Schools 2, 4, and 6 the assistant principal role is 

significantly higher than the other two roles, which are not 

significantly different. This finding was strongly substantiated 

in School 2 in which a follow-up interview was done, and teachers 

consistently pointed to the assistant principal for instruction as 

the pivotal figure in the delivery of instructional leadership in 

the school, dismissing the overall impact of the principal and most 

department chairpersons. 



Schools 5 and 7 present patterns which are distinctly 

different from those in the other six schools. In School 5 the 

chairperson role is perceived to perform significantly more 

leadership than either the principal or assistant principal, who 
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are not significantly different. This finding was also substan

tiated by the interview (in School 5) which pointed to the strong 

role played by at least some department chairpersons in instructional 

leadership. In School 7 the principal role is seen as delivering 

significantly more leadership than the chairperson role, but not 

significantly more than the assistant principal. 

In only two schools (7 and 8) is the principal ranked the 

highest of the three roles. However, in School 7 the principal is 

not significantly different from the assistant principal and in 

School 8 no difference between any of the three roles is 

significant. In four of the remaining six schools someone else was 

perceived to have significantly higher leadership than the 

principal. This finding suggests that when schools have a 

principal who is perceived as being a weak instructional leader, 

at least one other role will be seen as providing significantly 

more leadership. Why this would occur has not been studied in 

this research. It may be that in allocating a resource -

administrators -- to schools, central office criteria include 

balance of instructional leadership strengths with other kinds of 

leadership. It is also plausible that within a school, whether 



deliberately or not, decisions are made to allocate leadership 

skills among several roles. 

Analyses conducted for department leadership show no 

significant differences across schools when the six largest 

departments are included. This result suggests that departments 

are fairly similar in the leadership role played, when collapsed 

across schools. One-way ANOVAs run for each school showed 

significant differences only for School 5 (p = .005) and nearly 

significant differences for School 2 (p = .059). 

With multiple one-way ANOVAs some significance would be 

expected to occur merely by chance; however, these results are 

actually supported by the follow-up interviews conducted in these 

two schools. Post hoc analyses showed that the math department in 

School 5 was significantly higher in perceived leadership than the 

English department, a view independently substantiated when 

interviewees were asked to estimate which departments would be 

high, medium, and low in perceived leadership of the chairperson 

on the SOIL instrument. All five interviewees placed the math 

department chairperson in the high category; three placed the 

English chairperson in the low category, while two placed English 

in the medium category. 

In School 2 the overall F was not significant, so post hoes 

were inappropriate. However, the interviews suggested that English 

would definitely be higher than math, an observation confirmed by 

the fact that the mean score for English is the second highest 
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(and very close to PE, which is highest), and the score for math 

is second lowest. Interview predictions of rankings for PE and 

science were not as accurate. A number of interviewees indicated 

an unfamiliarity with many of the departments which may explain 

why interviewees could not predict the ranking for PE: most of 

them gave PE a medium rating, perhaps because they did not feel 

confident about saying it would be high. On the other hand, 

everyone seemd to know the English department chairperson, and 

this person was given a more accurate ranking as a consequence. 

Validation with IRC Data 

The Instruction-Related Contact (IRC) instrument appears to 

be a good validation for the SOIL instrument. The ANOVA results 

(overall F tests) for the two instruments are remarkably similar. 

In both analyses the school factor is nonsignificant and the role 

factor is significant, with qualifications from a significant 

interaction. The overall lower mean scores on the IRC instrument, 

however, suggest that a different measurement scale would be more 

accurate in distinguishing high and low amounts of contact. 

Although it is possible that schools in fact do not differ from 
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each other in total leadership (across roles), it is equally 

possible that in both ANOVAs the between error term is simply too 

large to detect this difference. If the items on the instruments 

can be revised to increase clarity and reduce discrepant 

interpretations which increase error, subsequent research might show 

significant differences between schools, even within one district. 



Post hoc analyses show several trends, in comparing the 

SOIL and IRe instruments. (See Table 33.) Principals tend to 

score about the same on both instruments. In four schools (2, 4, 

5, and 6) they are significantly the lowest rank and in one school 

(7) the principal is the highest ranked role. In the other three 

schools (1, 3, and 8) the three roles are not significantly 

different on the SOIL instrument, but on the IRe instrument the 

chairperson role is significantly higher than the principal role 

(in School 1) and higher than both the principal and assistant 

principal role (in Schools 3 and 8). 

Trends for the assistant principal and chairperson are more 

varied than for principal. In School 5 the IRe instrument 

significantly replicates the SOIL pattern (chairperson higher than 

both principal and assistant principal roles). For most other 

schools, however, the chairperson does tend to be rated highest on 

the IRe instrument. This full reversal trend (chairperson higher 

on IRe but assistant principal higher on SOIL) is significant for 

Schools 2, 4, 6, and 7. The most dramatic shift is in School 2. 

Several factors appear to be operating between the two 

instruments: 

1. The amount of contact a principal has with staff is quite 

consistent with the mean rating of instructional leadership 

on the SOIL instrument, with the exception of School 8 in 

which the principal dropped significantly on the contact 
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Table 33. Comparison of Rankings Among Roles for SOIL Instrument and IRC Instrument 
According to Mean Scores. 

Instrument 

SOIL 

IRC 

Order of listing is from high at low in absolute score; brackets surround 
roles which are not significantly different in nlean score. 

School School School School School School School School 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

APrin [&rin APrin [KPrin @!:hairp ~rin ~in IPrin 

IPrin bhairp DChairp bhairp brin bhairp APrinJ IAPrin 

DChairp Prin Prin Prin Prin Prin DChairp IDChairp 

~chairp ~rin ~hairp fDchairp ~hairp ~hairp 
bin 

~hairp 

APriJ DChairp brin ~rin ~in brin DChairp ~rin 
Prin [rin Prin (frin APrin Prin [&rin Prin 

'f -.j::> 
O"l 



instrument. Most principals are low on both instruments, 

except for School 7 in which the principal is high on both. 

2. The IRC instrument is more responsive to ratings for the 

department chairperson role, which is significantly higher 

than at least one other role in all eight schools. In 

contrast, on the SOIL instrument the department chairperson 

role is significantly higher in only one school and not 

significantly different from any of the other two roles 

in there schools. This finding may be explained by the 

fact that teachers interact more often with chairpersons 

than with assistant principals or principal, who may 

initiate contact about instruction but through their 

department chairperson. 
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3. A revised measurement scale may have increased the principal 

absolute mean scores, but probably would not have changed 

the ranking or dispersion of scores across roles within a 

school. 

4. The assistant principal generally dropped in rank between 

the SOIL and IRC instruments, although this did not occur 

in Schools 2 and 8 and in some schools that shift is not 

significant. 

Comments from the interview data in two schools suggest 

that while neither principal nor assistant principal is seen as 

having a great deal of contact with teachers, the assistant 

principal is seen as performing more of the SOIL functions than 



the principal. This data may explain the high SOIL ranking for 

assistant principal and the drop, generally to second place, in 

the IRC scores. 

Correlation and regression analyses support the value of 

the IRC instrument in validating the SOIL instrument. Correlations 

are significantly higher within than between roles, when the two 

instruments are compared. (Some correlations within an instrument 

between roles are even higher, but these are not the focus of our 

validation study.) An appropriate conclusion is that the rating 
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of a given role on the SOIL instrument is similar to the rating 

received on the IRC instrument, while scores of other roles on the 

IRC instrument are less related to the SOIL scores of the role in 

question. For example, principals who are high on SOIL in perceived 

instructional leadership are also likely to be seen as making more 

contact more often with teachers about instruction. The same is 

true for all roles. 

Regression analyses for each role on the SOIL instrument 

show that the greatest proportion of variance in the SOIL score is 

generally due to the IRC score for the same role. The F tests for 

the regression coefficients are generally significant at less than 

the .05 level for the first IRC variable entered. 

For the department chairperson role this finding is true 

for every school as well as across schools. It is also true for 

the principal role except for School 8, where the IRC instrument 

does not appear to be a good predictor of teacher ratings of 
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principal on the SOIL instrument, a conclusion also supported by the 

drop in ranking illustrated in Table 33 (p. 146). Apparently 

something other than direct contact with teachers in School 8 is 

motivating the high ratings of principal leadership on the SOIL 

instrument. The IRe instrument in rating the assistant principal 

role is a good predictor only for Schools 2, 5, and 6. 

It must be noted, however, from Table 14 (p. 86) that the 

high intercorrelations among most variables (multicollinearity) must 

be taken into account when describing the results of these 

analyses. The effect of the first variable in reducing total 

variation in the dependent variable is accurately reflected in the 

coefficient of determination (R squared) when that variable is the 

only one entered in the equation. However, when subsequent 

variables entered are highly correlated with the initial variable, 

their power to reduce the variation in the dependent variable any 

further is greatly decreased. Hence their contribution can be seen 

only as a marginal contribution, given that another variable is 

already in the model. The contribution of the second and third 

variables would be considerably greater if they were entered alone 

(or first) in the model. 

Multicollinearity suggests that, in this study, each of the 

three independent variables might predict reasonably well the 

dependent variable, if entered alone. However, the single best 

predictor, in terms of variance accounted for (coefficient of 



determination) remains the score on the IRC for the same role, 

since this is the variable with the highest correlation and is 

entered first. 

The high intercorrelation among roles on anyone instrument 

primarily reflects the fact that these behaviors are performed by 

more than one role in any school. It is possible for the principal 

and assistant principal score on the SOIL instrument to be highly 

related because they are in many cases overlapping in function. 

(For example, interviewees consistently noted that evaluating 

teachers and observing teachers in classrooms were functions shared 

by both principal and assistant principals.) The previously 

discussed analysis of items by rank of importance illustrates this 

clearly. 

Validation with TIC Data 

The results of the Spearman Rank Order Correlation between 

mean scores on the SOIL instrument and mean scores on the Teacher

Initiated Contact (TIC) instrument show that the second instrument 

is very useful in validating the SOIL instrument for department 

chairpersons (it explains 73 percent of the variance), but not very 

useful for the principal and assistant principal roles (explaining 

only 25 percent and 15 percent of the variance respectively, even 

after eliminating two pairs of items). 

It appears likely that not only do chairpersons initiate 

more contact with teachers (as demonstrated by scores on the IRC 

instrument), but they are also more likely to be contacted by 
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teachers for help on instruction-related problems. Principal and 

assistant principal scores on the SOIL instrument are apparently 

much 'less related to the contact initiated by teachers with these 

roles. 
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This finding could suggest, that teachers perceive the 

assistant principal and principal as performing leadership functions 

partly through contact initiated by these roles and partly through 

behaviors which were not tapped by this study, such as verbal 

statements affirming the importance of instruction, behaviors which 

affirm the autonomy of teachers to be instructional leaders on their 

own (e.g., Gross & Herriott, 1965; Lortie, 1975), and behaviors 

experienced vicariously through the recounting of experiences by 

other teachers (i.e., the culture of the teachers' lounge). 

Another explanation is that teachers, even when they 

perceive that the ultimate decision or responsibility will rest 

with the principal or assistant principal, will be inclined to go 

first with a problem related to instruction to their department 

chairperson. It is possible that those who would contact an 

administrator directly would be those whose department chairperson 

is perceived low in leadership. 

Finally, it is possible that the items written for the TIC 

instrument do not really parallel the behaviors to which they are 

linked on the SOIL instrument. If this is true, then a teacher 

answering an item on the SOIL instrument might be thinking of a 

different kind of situation than the one posed in the parallel TIC 



item. Some indication of this can be seen in the discrepancy in 

mean scores between some paired items and subsequent rankings. 

Paired items 3 and 10 were very discrepant in ranking and when 

dropped did cause the correlation to rise from .07 to .39 for 

assistant principal and from .24 to .50 for principal. In 

practical terms, this change means that the variability in data 

from one instrument accounted for by the other instrument increased 

from less than half of one percent to over 15 percent for the 

assistant principal role and from less than six percent to 25 

percent for the principal role. 

In view of the apparent confusion with regard to the 

meaning attached to each of these items on the TIC, it is 

recommended that these pairs of items either be dropped or that 

the Teacher-Initiated Contact items be modified to better reflect 

the meaning attached to the SOIL items. 

Validation with Interview Data 

The interview findings support the general trends evident 

in the SOIL instrument data. Interviewees were reasonably accurate 

in predicting the highest and lowest department in chairperson 

leadership for their schools. These results suggest that the SOIL 

instrument may be a valid way to determine which department chair

persons are functioning at a high leadership level, in general. 

Across all roles, while the interview did not consistently 

replicate the relative rankings of roles on each item, it did 

successfully identify the highest role on all but seven items. In 
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comparing roles, it appears that the SOIL instrument is effective 

at least in identifying, for a given item, the role which is 

performing at the highest level of leadership in a school. 

The comparison of actual means on SOIL with means on the 

interview data resulted in more discrepant items, perhaps because 

of the criterion used (treating ratings as discrete) or because the 

quantification of qualitative data in this case was not very 

effective. 

It is also possible that with such a small interview 

sampl~, sampling error could account for these differences. 

However, in 19 out of 32 items in both schools, no more than one 

role was discrepant from the SOIL means, using this criterion, so 

the measures do have a reasonable correspondence for more than half 

the items. 

When the data are compared using only those items on which 

interviewees had a high rate of agreement, the correspondence with 

the SOIL score is strong enough to consider the interview results an 

acceptable validation for the SOIL instrument. The variations in 

interpretation for most of the items coupled with possible sampling 

error associated with a small interview sample could explain 

discrepancies in mean score between the two measures, which more 

or less disappears when only consistently rated items are analyzed. 

The interview also suggests other roles which are seen as 

providing leadership for some functions, including counselors, 

specialists, and other teachers. It is possible, when none of the 
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three roles specified is seen as providing much leadership, that 

one or more of these other roles is providing some leadership. 
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The interview also pointed out another reason for low levels 

of leadership: the existence of central office mandates which 

either limit choice and decision-making at the building level or 

provide predetermined policies and procedures. It is expected that 

districts will vary in terms of which items and how many carry such 

restrictions. 

Implications for Practice 

The results of this study suggest some implications for 

practice, both in the use of this instrument and in the practice 

of leadership in general in public high schools. 

The Practice of Leadership 

Secondary schools are perceived by teachers as being quite 

deficient in leadership from either principal, assistant principal, 

or department chairperson. A high degree of leadership is being 

demonstrated only in areas involving traditional personnel issues 

(selection, assignment, observation, evaluation), master schedule 

building, student discipline, and allocation of materials. In 

areas involving program coordination and improvement, teacher 

training, communication with constituent groups, and direct 

assistance in instruction, these three roles are seen as playing 

very unimportant roles. 



These results suggest that schools need to look more 

closely at their patterns of leadership delivery, and include more 

of these functions in job descriptions so that personnel can be 

held accountable for performing them. In fact, the functions which 

received the highest ratings are the ones which traditionally fall 

under the jobs assigned to each of these three roles. A legitimate 

conclusion would seem to be that administrators will perform those 

functions for which an expectation of performance exists. 
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In particular, schools should begin to structure their 

delivery of administrative support in terms of administrative teams 

in which leadership is a shared responsiblity, so that all functions 

can be assured of being performed. The elementary principal as sole 

instructional leader does not appear to be a viable model for 

secondary schools. With the greater complexity and departmental

ization of secondary schools, functions connected with instructional 

leadership cannot be performed to any large extent by one person. 

The school council structure, in place in several schools used in 

this study, is a step in this direction. However, such a group 

must become more self-conscious about the assignment of functions 

within the group because it is evident that staffs do not perceive 

some of these functions to be carried out by any of the three roles, 

even in these schools. 

Results of the interview portion of the survey suggest that 

other roles in the school are also seen by teachers as performing 

some of these functions, often when they are not perceived as 
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belonging to the principal, assistant principal, or chairperson 

roles. These other roles should be taken into account in allocating 

responsibility for the SOIL functions, even if their role continues 

to be recognized as informal. 

An area of practical concern which emerges from the study 

concerns the factor labeled Teacher Performance Data Collection. 

The fact that two items (teacher evaluation and teacher observation) 

are extracted as a common factor across all three roles suggests 

that the pattern of response is similar for the two items. To the 

extent that teachers equate classroom observation solely with teacher 

evaluation (and the interview data support this conclusion), it may 

be difficult for administrators to use classroom observation as a 

positive tool for the improvement of instruction. It would seem 

useful in this district for steps to be taken to sever the 

connection between these two functions, either by modifying the 

evaluation system or by making observations for reasons other than 

evaluation. 

Use of the SOIL Instrument 

Evidence from all three validation sources indicates that 

the SOIL questionnaire can identify teachers' perceptions about 

who plays how much of a role in various functions associated with 

instructional leadership. Since the use of this instrument pre

supposes that no one role can perform all functions at a high level, 

a mean leadership score across items for anyone role is not 

recommended. 



Two analyses that appear to be useful are: 1) a comparison 

of roles, to determine who is, over all items or with individual 

items, performing the most leadership, and 2) an item analysis of 

absolute data (not ranks) to determine at what level and by whom a 

given function is thought to be performed. Such data will allow a 

school to reallocate assigned duties to assure that all functions 

are performed to an adequate degree. 

The SOIL instrument can also be used to determine whether 

various constituents (e.g., teachers, principal, counselors, 

specialists) within a school differ in their perceptions of leader

ship in the school. For instance, if one department perceives the 

assistant principal as instrumental in helping departments to 

coordinate their curriculum, it may be that the assistant principal 

is in fact devoting more time to that function for this department 

than for others. Such differential analysis can shed additional 

light on how and for whom functions are performed, as well as by 

whom. 

Finally, the instrument could be used to assess to what 

extent the situation, as teachers perceive it, conforms to what 

teachers think the ideal situation should be. Building on the 

person-environment fit literature (e.g., Hunt, 1975), such a use 

could provide a measure of teacher satisfaction as well as suggest 

areas in which some change might be warranted. 
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Implications for Research 

This study suggests numerous avenues for future research, 

some of which stern from limitations of this study design; others 

of which stern from new research questions which could be asked. 

Expanding the Study Design 
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A major limitation of this study is its reliance on schools 

from within one district. To the extent that other districts differ, 

research on these other contexts is needed. It is likely that 

sources of leadership in districts may differ according to consensus 

agreement language, personnel evaluation policies, degree of 

centralization for decision-making, size, as well as district 

building level priorities for use of personnel time. 

In addition, this study was conducted only in large public 

high schools (grades 9-12). With some modifications to the 

instrument, the study in part replicates the research of Newberg 

and Glatthorn (1983) in urban junior high schools, but more junior 

high studies are needed since the measurement scale of the 

instrument has been modified. Findings from this study might also 

differ from findings of studies conducted in smaller districts, 

smaller schools, non-urban districts, private schools, and middle 

schools. 

Changing the time of administration might also change 

results. The instrument probably should not be administered too 

early in the year, before staffs have become familiar with the 



delivery of leadership. On the other hand, toward the end of the 

year, staff become busier and less inclined to participate in a 

survey. We do not know, from this one survey, what the result 

would have been from an earlier administration. 

Future research should be conducted in schools in which 

it is possible to gather enough teacher demographic data to analyze 

results by type of teachers. For instance, do teachers with more 

experience in their current school view leadership functions 

differently than teach~rs new to the building? Do teachers who are 

happy with their current assignments hold different views than 

teachers who want a transfer: Are there differences between the 

perceptions of department chairpersons and members of their 

departments? Do administrators view their own role differently 

than do their teachers? The present study had to sacrifice this 

kind of data in order to protect teacher anonymity and achieve a 

reasonable response rate. 

Asking New Questions 
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The present study attempted to define functions in terms of 

how important a role each position was thought to play. It did not 

attempt to answer questions about why these findings occurred. To 

do so in the future would require either ethnographic research 

(e.g., Wolcott, 1973) or work/time analyses (e.g., Mintzberg, 1973). 

A recent Association for School Curriculum Development publication 

(Lieberman & Miller, 1984) includes some indepth studies of the 

teacher culture and work environment -- the type of research which 



may suggest reasons why some functions are seen as important or 

unimportant for certain roles. 

In addition, the current study did not answer questions 

about how effectively these functions are being performed or to 

what extent they ought to be performed by a given role. These 

remain questions for future research. 

Whether managerial functions and their performance affect 

staff satisfaction with work is unknown and could be investigated. 

It is also possible that staff satisfaction with both the source 

and amount of leadership can mediate the efficacy of leadership. 

That is, a principal may be performing certain functions at a high 

level, but if the staff thinks this is an inappropriate source or 
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an inappropriate level of performance, the overall effect on 

instruction may be negative. Several researchers have suggested 

that there exists an "autonomy norm" (Willower, 1982) among teachers 

which leads them to prefer administrators who respect that and do 

not interfere with the classroom (Gross & Herriott, 1965; Lortie, 

1975). 

Some true experimental designs are possible in answering 

causative questions with regard to leadership roles. For example, 

this study indicates that the functions performed at the highest 

level are those which are part of traditional job descriptions for 

each role. If job descriptions and administration evaluation 

procedures were modified and perceived leadership functions measured 

after a period of implementation, evidence might be gathered to 



suggest that the perceived importance of a function is related to 

its inclusion in evaluations and job descriptions. 
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APPENDIX A 

SOURCES OF INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP 

(ORIGINAL INSTRUMENT) 
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SOt:RCES OF !!O;S'!Rt:Cr!ONAL LEADERSH!P 

Prepared by: 
Norman A. Newberg and Philip D. Selio 
Graduate School of Education 
University of Pennsylvania 

(Draft version - Do not reproduce without per.nission) 

Please answer the following questions (all answers are confidentia:j: 

1. The name of your school: 

2. Your present role (circle one): Principal Vice PrinCipal 

Department Head Specialist (reading or math) reac~er 

Counselor Other (identify): 

3. Your sex (circle): Male Female 

4. Your age: 

5. !he number of years you have been an educational professional: 

6. !he number of years you have been in your present school: 

7. !he number of years you have been in your present role: 

Directions: Listed on the left of pages 2 and 3 are the tasks and 

functions usually associated with instructional leadership. On ~~e 

right are listed the roles of the individuals who often perfo=~ those 

tasks and functions. For each role listed, indicate to what extent 

that person in your school perfor~ that task or function, at the 

present time, by writing one of the letters defined below in the 

appropriate box. 

L - provides leadership in this task or funct~on 

C - contributes to the task or function but does not provide 
leadership 

If the person does not currently perfor~ that task or function, leave 

the hox blank. If no one in :rour school currentl:: perfot":lS the: :a5" 

or function, leave all the boxes in that line blank. 
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The following teres are used to identify instructional or adminis

trative personnel: 

Principal - the principal or head of ehe school 

Vice Principal - an assistant administrator 

Department Head - the head of a group of teachers in a 
single subject area or discipline 

Specialist - a school-based resding or math specialist 

Teacher - a classroom instructor 

Consider what the person in each role actually does as you think 

about each task or function. 

Record C6J provides leadership 

[£] contributes but does not provide leadership 

r:J leave box blank if L or C is not appropriate 

INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP TASK OR FUNCTION 

1. Articulates the instructional goals of the SChool.~~ __ +--i~~~ 

2. Helps teachers to relate the school's instruc
tional goals to their curriculum units. 

3. Clarifies the instructional responsibilities 
of each professional role. 

4. Selects instructional personnel. 

5. Evaluates teachers. 

6. Develops the school's master schedule. 

7. Assigns teachers to specific classes or sections. ~-+ __ ~ __ ~~~ 
8. Allocates materials needed to accomplish 

instructional goals. 

9. Help~ teachers to evaluate instructional 
materials. 

10. Helps teachers to develop appropriate instruc
tional materials that are not commercially 
available. 
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Record III provides leadership 

(£1 contributes but does not provide 
leadership 

b leave box blank HL or C is not 
~ -;.;..) . 

,Q '" 7. :.fo "fl -;.'. "'fl ~ 
~ ~a So -" 

(". ~~ 7 -!' 
~ '1- ~ ::;. ~, 
7'" U1~ 

:,..0 ,.... -::. ~ ~ 
• ,<) ~ "f-

~'<=' 
'appropriate 

INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP TASK OR FUNCTION 
el 

le 
11. Sees to it that the necessary support personn 

(aides, secretaries, etc.) are cade availab 
to assist teachers in accomplishing instruc
tional goals. 

12. Communicates to parents the importance of ba 
skills instruction in the school. 

13. Organizes staff development programs that re 
to instruction. 

14. Analyzes standardized achievement test score 
identify general institutional strengths and 
weaknesses. 

15. Schedules assemblies that have an instructio 
purpose. 

16. Secures additional funds for instructional 
purposes. 

17. Observes teachers in their classrooms. 

18. Encourages teachers to observe each other's 
classes. 

19. Communicates to all students the school's 
general concern for achievement. 

20. Organizes teachers to work together on 
instructional matters. 

21. Provides help to teachers who want to improv 
their teaching. 

22. Approves new programs that have an instituti 
emphasis. 

23. ~akes steps to improve student discipline. 

24. Takes steps to develop a school climate conci 
to learning. 

25. Coordinates instruction between teachers at 
different grade levels. 

26. Establishes a school policy on student 
promotion. 

sic 

late 

s to 

nal 

I 

I 
I 

e I 
I 

I onal 

ucive 
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Record UJ provides leadership 

~ contributes but does not pro~ide 
leadership 

o leave box blank if 1. or C is not 
appropriate 

INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP TASK OR FUNCTION 
27. Helps individual departments to coordinate their 

curricula. 

28. Gives teachers non-evaluative feedback about 
their teaching. 

29. Suggests alternative instruetional methods 
for children who are failing consistently. 

30. Gives teachers feedback on their weekly lesson 
plans. 

31. Works with teachers to improve the 
instructional program of the school. 
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APPENDIX B 

INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP SURVEY 

(INCLUDING SOURCES OF INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP 

INSTRUMENT [REVISED] AND 

(INSTRUCTION-RELATED CONTACT INSTRUMENT) 
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Dear faculty meober: 

The attached questionnaire is part of a study to investigate the delivery of instructional leader
ship at the high school level. Although several individuals in your school may function as leaders 
in instructional matters. this study focuses on the principal. assistant principals. and dspartment 
chairpersons. The study will identify Which tasks are typically performed by each of these groups. 

With the endorsement of the assistant 9uperintend~nts a~ building administrators. all certificated 
personnel in the nine comprehensive high schools in T.U.S.D. are baing invited to participate. 
Your response "'ill provide e useful profile ebout your own achool and information about how high 
schools di:fer in the delivery of instructional leadership. 

The questionnaire takes 15-20 minutes to complete. To essure you of confidentiality. I have 
included a self-eddressed stamped envelope in which to return the queStionnaire directly to me. 

I hooe you "'ill be willing to participate in this study. If you have any queRtions abou: the 
study or instrument. please notify your esaistant principal (instruction) or your principal. I 
"'ill be happy to contact you to answar questions or concerns. 

Thank you for :,our time and cooperstion. 

Sincerely • 
. , , / .. ;, 

;.;..L~~r7'<-j. ;...r.""".)'.-<-.-n-._ 
Carolyn S. Anderson 
doctoral candidate. Universicy of Arizona (Educational Administration) 

• • • • * * * • * * * * * * * * * • * • * • * * • * * * * • * * * 
INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP SURVEY 

Part t: Information 

1. Name of your ~: 

2. If you are a teacher. department in which you teach tha most number of hours per ~eek: 

(If you are a non-teaching faculty member. leave this blank.) 

Par: 2: Sources of Instructional LeaderahiD 

Each item in this section describes' a behavior associated with instructional leadership in high 
3chools. Some of these behaviors "'ill not be performed by anyone in your school. Others are 
performed by only one person. Still others are performad by several persons. 

For each item indicate the imDorcance of each person's role: principal. assistant principals. and 
your department :hairperson. Consider tha actual situation. not ",hat you think ought :0 exist. 

o - does not perform this task at all 
1 - performs task but plays an unimoortant role 
2 - performs task and plays a somewhat important role 
3 - performs task and plays a very important role 

- ! have no basis for knowing 

When rating the assistant orincioal role. think about all of the assistant principals. If only 
one of them performs the task. answer for that pet'son.:: 1:\10 or three of them perform the task, 
answer for the one with the largest role. 

When :oating the deollrtment cha1roerson role. answer for 1.2!!!: ~ deparrment chairperson. rf :,ou 
teach unde~ tva or more department chairpersons. ans",er for the department "'hich you marked above. 
I: you are a non-teaching faculty member. leave this column blank. 

You have the right to leave a space blank if you do not • .. ish to respond to that item. .U thouSh ::ou 
do not need :0 a.'Cplain why :'OU have done so. such :'nfo:-mation will help co improve the instrument. 
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I 

SOURCES OF INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP 

o = does not perform 
1 a performs, but very unimportant role 
2 • performs, and somewhat important role 
3 c performs, and very important role 

c no basis for knowing 

I==========================~~====~ 
11. 

4. 

I S. 

: 6. 
I 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Articulates the instructional goals of the school. 

Helps teachers to relate the school's instructional 
goals to their curriculum units. 

Clarifies the instructional responsibilities of 
each position or role in the school. 

Selects instructional personnel to fill vacancies 
in the school. 

Evaluates teachers. 

Develops the school's master schedule. 

Assigns teachers to specific classes or sections. 

Allocates materials needed to accomplish the 
instructional goals of the school. 

teachers to evaluate instructional materials. 

, 
I I I 

! 
I 

i 
i I 

i 

I 
I 

I I , ! I I I I 
I 1 I I 

I 
I ! 

I i I 
I I 

I 

I -I i 
I Helps 

~----------------------------------------------------~--~----~ 
10. Helps teachers to develop appropriate instructional 

materials that are not available commercially. 

11. Sees to it that necessary support personnel (aides, 
secretaries, etc.) are made available to assist 
teachers in accomplishing instructional goals. 

12. Communicates to parents the importance of basic 
skills instruction in the school. 

13. Orga~izes staff development programs that relate 
to instruction. 

14. Analyzes standardized achievement test scores to 
identify general strengths and weaknesses in the 
5chool's instructional program. 

15. Schedules assemblies that have an instructional 
purpose. 

" .0. Secures additional funds for instructional purposes. 

I I 
I I 
I i 
I 
I 
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o • does not perform 
1 • performs. but very unimportant role 
2 = performs. and somewhat important role 
3 D performs. and very important role 
? ~ no basis for knowing 

17. Observes teachers in their classrooms. 

18. Encourages teachers to observe each other's 
classes. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

Communicates to students the school's general 
concern for achievement. 

Organizes teachers to work together on instructional 
matters. 

Provides help to teachers who want to improve their 
teaching. 

Approves new programs that have an instructional 
emphasis. 

Takes steps to improve student discipline. 

Takes steps to develop a school climate conducive 
to learning. 

25. Coordinates instruction between teachers at 
different grade levels. 

26. Establishes a school policy on student grades. 
including failures and promotion. 

27. Helps individual departments to coordinate their 
curricula. 

I 

! 

I 
I 28. Gives teachers non-evaluative feedback about their i 

I 
I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
i 

I 
! 

I 
I 
I 

I 

I 

I teaching. I 
I'--------------------------------------------------~i'----~---r--~ 29. Suggests alternative instructional methods for 
i ________ s_t_u_d_e_n_t_s __ w_h_o __ a_r_e __ c_o_n_s_i_s_t_e_n_t_l_y __ £_a_i_l_i_n_g_. ________________ ~----~------__ --~ 

1

1 ___ 3_0_' ___ G_i_v_e_s __ t_e_a_C_h_e_r_S __ f_e_e_d_b_a_C_k __ o_n __ t_h_e_i_r __ l_e_s_so __ n __ p_l_a_n_s_. ________ ~----~----~----~ 
31. Works with teachers co improve their instructional 

programs. 

I 
32. Insists that interruptions to class instructional 

time be minimized. 
------------------------------------------------~--~----~--~ 

PLEASE Co}U'LE':'E THE LAST PART OF '!EE OUE3: IO';X~.:::?E .:-:: Tl:E 5AC:: l1? :,{Io ~!!:E:, 
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I 

I 

I 
I 
I , 

Part 3: Instruction-Related Contacts With Teachers 

The following items specify ways in which certain staff members in the school 
may communicate with faculty members about instruction-related matters. 
Instruction-related matters can include ideas, materials, requests. suggestions, 
etc. concerning instructional methods, content. grading, classroom discipline, 
etc. 

For each type of communication listed below, indicat~ your best estimate about 
how often such communication is initiated by each person listed. 

I 
I 

0 • not at all ~ ~> no I 1 • less than once a month ~ ~~ =~ 
~ ~~ >~ 

2 - one or twO times a month 

I 
z z~ ~> I n n~ ~~ 

- three or four times a month ~ ~~ I 3 , ~ ~> I~~ 4 = more than fOUI times a month >z I ~ ~~ 

? - no basis for knowing 
1 

~ O~ ,Z I 
I i I 

I 
1 , 

1 1. Schedules a formal meeting with you individually 

I to discuss instructional matters. I 
I T I 

2. Schedules a group meeting for teachers to I 

~iSCUSS instructional matters. 
I T 

I 3. Talks with you individually and informally 
I about instructional matters. 

I 4. Talks with a group of teachers informally 
(e.g •• in the lounge or halls) about instructional 
matters. 

5. Sends you materials or information about materials 
and/or methods for classroom use. 

6. Puts an announcement in the bulletin about 
instructional matters. 

7. Posts information in the faculty room about 
instructional matters. 

8. Sends you individually a letter or memo concerning 
instructional matters. 

9. Sends a memo or letter concerning instructional 
matters to all faculty members. 

~: In many schools persons other than those listad in this questionnaire 
also provide instructional leadership. Please indicate by position any such 
persons in your school. Explain briefly what each one does. 
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APPENDIX C 

TEACHER-INITIATED CONTACT ABOUT INSTRUCTION 
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May 1984 

Dear Teacher: 

As part of a random sample of teachers in your school, you are being 
asked to complete a short followup questionnaire for my dissertation 
study, "Sources of Instructional Leadership in High Schools". Your 
cooperation in answering these items will extend and clarify the 
information gained from the first instrument, which was distributed 
earlier to all certificated staff. 

Would you be willing to complete the questionnaire? It will take 
about 10 minutes to answer the 20 items which present a variety of 
instruction-related problems teachers in your school might face. To 
protect your anonymity your name will not be revealed to anyone. In 
addition, a self-addressed stamped envelope has been provided. 

I also hope to find 10 to 15 teachers from this random sample who 
would be willing to be interviewed by me after completing this 
questionnaire. The interview (about 20 minutes long) will identify 
alternative sources of leadership and will clear up any puzzling 
findings that emerge from the study. 

If you agree to complete the questionnaire, please do so and return 
to me in :he attached envelope. If you are willing to be interviewed 
(the same guarantee of anonymity applies), please complete the bottom 
of this letter as well and I will call you to arrange a time and place. 

Thank you very much for your help. I am excited about the results of 
this study, which could not have been conducted except for the cooper
ation of many teachers like yourself and many building administrators. 

Sincerely, 

I.4da~ 
Carolyn S. Anderson 
doctoral candidate, University of Arizona (Educational Administration) 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Name: School: 

The best time for an interview would be: before school ends. 

after school ends. I prefer to be interviewed: in person. 

____ by phone. To schedule an interview, please call me at __________ __ 

("hone number). 
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Part 4 (Followup Ouestionnaire): Teacher-Initiated Contacts About Instruction 

Each itEm below describes a situation which teachers in your school might face. 
Assume that you are faced with the problem or dilemma and want to do something 
about it. Assume also that you have decided to talk with someone about the 
issue. Indicate how likely you would be to discuss the situation with each of 
the persons listed: principal. one of the assistant principals. your department 
chairperson. 

o a definitely would not talk with this person 
1 a probably would not talk with this person 
2 • probably would talk with this person 
3 = definitely would talk with this person 

• not sure 

You may also leave an item blank if you do not wish to respond. 

It is important that you answer as if you were faced with this problem; whether 
or not you ever have been doesn't matter. It is also important to assume that 
you would talk to someone. However. if that someone is not listed. and you 
would never talk to any of these who are listed, just give each of them a O. 
On the other hand. in some of these situations you may talk to more than one 
of the persons listed, and may give each one a 2 or a 3. 

Answer only for ~ Department Chairperson, in that column. If you teach in 
more than one department. answer for the department in which you teach the most 
number of hours per week. 

Answer for the Assi~tant Principal to whom you would most likely talk (if you 
\i'ould talk to any or them). 

* * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * 
Name of your ~: Your department: 

o - definitely would not talk with 
1 a probably would not talk with 
2 = probably would talk with 
3 - definitely would talk with 

'" not sure 

1. You want to request a particular planning period 
in next year's schedule. 

2. You'd like to make arrangements for teachers to 
get together to work on some of your common 
instructional problems. 

3. Your school has taken a tough stand on failures 
and you have students who must repeat some of 
your courses. You are looking for ideas on more 
effective instructional methods to use with such 
students. 
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I ":: I~> 1£;;;1 0 • definitely would not talk with :tl :tl "~ 

I 
.- - '" ~~I 1 - probably would not talk with ?5 :;,: .... 

I"'" :tl:tl 
2 - probably would talk with 0- I;;;; "":lO-; 

I ~ !'l:O:: 
3 - definitely would talk with > >z ::C~ 

I 
t"" t""..., "'z 

? .. not sure '" 0 .. 
Z 

I 
I , . I 

1
4. You have returned from a profe~sional conference I 

l ____ w __ i_t_h __ s_om_e ___ go_o_d ___ id_e_a_s __ f_o_r __ a_n __ ~_.n_s_e_rv __ ~_.c_e __ p_r_o_g_r_am ___ t_h_a_t ____ ~----~-----4----_11 you want to see implemented in your school. 

5. You think student discipline should be rr.ade more " 
of a school-wide priority. Right now, it is left 
up to each teacher, 'with little consistency across I 
teachers. 

I------------_---:.------t----:----.---'I 
,
i6. You know of an excellent candidate for an available I 

teaching position in your department. You want the ! 

I 
appropriate person(s) to know, in case no one with i 
more seniority applies. 

I 
You want to modify some of your course units in 
light of your students' standardized test scores, but 
some of the results seem contradictory. You want 
help with their interpretation. 

i 
I 

Is. You would like to improve your use of instructional 1 
I time so that less time is wasted getting students I 

involved and organized for the day's work. i 
r---------------------------------------------~--~----+_---I 
9. You suspect that the teacher next door is not doing I 

as effective a job as most of the teachers in the I' 

department. You think he should be given some 
positive guidance and suggestions for improvement. ' 

~----------------------------------------------~~---~--4 
10. You need a larger chunk of the instructional aids II 

i budget than usual in order to include a special 
unit in one of your classes next year. I 

r-------------------------------------------~--~----+---~: 
111. You are having major problems with one of your 
, classes: high absenteeism, failure to turn in 
I homework, and generally poor behavior. You lo/ant to 

get help with this class. ' 
I~ ----------------------------------------------------------~----+-----~----~ 

; ? You are tired of students coming to class late iwith i '1--' excused tardies), leaving early for some activity, or I 
being pulled out in the middle of class. 

1

13
. 

, 

I 

Students tell you that getting an A is much harder 
in your class than in the same course taught by other 
teachers. You think standards should be made more 
consistent. 

You don't like the classes you have been assigned to 
teach for next year and want to switch some of them 
with another teacher. 

~'-E';SE CO:1PLETE THE L\ST 6 ITE~!S Oi: THE BAC;~ OF 1215 SHEET. 
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I 
I 

I 

I 
15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

0 • definitely would not talk with 
1 • probably would not talk with 
2 - probably would talk with 
3 m definitely would talk with 
? - not sure 

You want to redesign one of your courses to better 
address some of the school wide objectives developed 
by the staff for next year. You need advice. 

A friend told you about a very worthwhile 
assembly held at another achool. You would 
like to see it held at your school, too. 

You have developed an experimental course' which 
you hope to use next year. You need to talk 
with I'omeone who can give you the "go-ahead". 

You have just written a mini-grant proposal to 
fund a special class project. However, the dead-
l~ne is ~n two days and you will need secretar~al 
help to get it typed. 

19. You see a lot of unnecessary duplication across 
grade levels in your department and want to 
improve the articulation of skills and concepts 
across basic and advanced courses. 

20. You've taken a new approach this year in one of 
your courses, and want to ask someone to look at 
how well it's working and how you can improve it. 

"" "":> ::>:l :;;tn .... ... cr. 
Z z,.... 
r:. ntll 
:; ..... ..., 

"1::> 
?! :>z :-..., 

til 

I 

I 
I 
I 

I I 

I 
I 

I I 
I I 

I ! 

I 
I 

HAVE YOU IDENTIFIED YOUR SCHOOL AND DEPARTIlENT Qt; THE FIRST PAGE OF THE 
Q:JESTIONNAIRE? Thank you:---
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APPENDIX D 

MATCHED ITEMS FROM SOURCES OF INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP 

INSTRUMENT (REVISED) AND TEACHER-INITIATED CONTACT INSTRUMENT 
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Paoj red 
Item 

Number 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Matched Items from Sources of Instructional Leadership Instrument (Revised) 

and Teacher-Initiated Contact Instrument 

Sources of Instructional Leadership 

2. Helps teachers to relate the school IS 

instructional goals to their curriculum 
units. 

4. Selects instructional personnel to fill 
vacancies in the school. 

6. Develops the school IS mastel' schedule. 

7. Assigns teachers to specific classes or 
sections. 

Teacher-Initiated Contact 

15. You want to redesign one of your 
courses to better address some of 
the schoo1wide objectives devel
oped by the staff for next year. 
You need advice. 

6. You know of an excellent candidate 
for an available teaching position 
in your department. You want the 
appropriate person(s) to know, in 
case no one with more seniority 
applies. 

1. You want to request a particular 
planning period in next yearls 
schedule. 

14. You donlt like the classes you 
have been assigned to teach for 
next year and want to switch some 
of them with another teacher. 

...... 

........ 
OJ 



Paired 
Item 

Number 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Sources of Instructional Leadership 

8. Allocates materials needed to accomplish 
the instructional goals of the school. 

11. Sees to it that necessary support personnel 
(aides, secretaries, etc.) are made available 
to assist teachers in accomplishing 
instructional goals. 

13. Organizes staff development programs that 
relate to instruction. 

14. Analyzes standardized achievement test 
scores to identify general strengths and 
weaknesses in the school's instructional 
program. 

Teacher-Initiated Contact 

10. You need a larger chunk of the 
instructional aids budget than 
usual in order to include a 
special unit in one of your 
classes next year. 

18. You have just written a mini-grant 
proposal to fund a special class 
project. However, the deadline is 
in two days and you will need 
secretarial help to get it typed. 

4. You have returned from a profes
sional conference with some good 
ideas for an inservice program 
that you want to see implemented 
in your school. 

7. You want to modify some of your 
course units in light of your 
students' standardized test 
scores, but some of the results 
seem contradictory. You want help 
with their interpretation. 

~ 
'-.I 
\.0 



Pai red 
Item 

Number 

9 

10 

11 

12 

Sources of Instructional Leadership 

15. Schedules assemblies that have an 
instructional emphasis. 

17. Observes teachers in their classrooms. 

20. Organizes teachers to work together on 
instructional matters. 

21. Provides help to teachers who want to 
improve their teaching. 

Teacher-Initiated Contact 

16. A friend told you about a very 
worthwhile assembly held at 
another school. You would like to 
see it held at your school, too. 

9. You suspect that the teacher next 
door is not doing as effective a 
job as most of the teachers in the 
department. You think he should 
be given some positive guidance 
and suggestions for improvement. 

2. You'd like to make arrangements 
teachers to get together to work 
on your common instructional 
problems. 

11. You are having major problems with 
one of your classes: high absen
teeism, failure to turn in 
homework, and generally poor 
behavior. You want to get help 
with this class. 

....... 
00 
o 



Paired 
Item 

Number 

13 

14 

15 

16 

Sources of Instructional Leadership 

22. Approves new programs that have an 
instructional emphasis. 

23. Takes steps to improve student discipline. 

25. Coordinates instruction between teachers 
at different grade levels. 

26. Establishes a school policy on student 
grades, including failures and promotion. 

Teacher-Initiated Contact 

. 17. You have developed an experimental 
course which you hope to use next 
year .. You need to talk with some
one who can give you the 
"go-ahead". 

5. You think student discipline 
should be made more of a school
wide priority. Right now, it is 
left up to each teacher, with 
little consistency across 
teachers. 

19. You see a lot of unnecessary 
duplication across grade levels 
in your department and want to 
improve the articulation of skills 
and concepts across basic and 
advanced courses. 

13. Students tell you that getting an 
A is much har~er in your class 
than in the same course taught by 
other teachers. You think stand
ards should be made more 
consistent. 

t-' 
co 
t-' 



Paired 
Item 

Number 

17 

18 

19 

20 

Sources of Instructional Leadership 

28. Gives teachers nonevaluative feedback 
about their teaching. 

29. Suggests alternative instructional methods 
for students who are consistently failing. 

31. Works with teachers to improve their 
instructional programs. 

32. Insists that interruptions to class 
instructional time be minimized. 

Teacher-Initiated Contact 

20. You've taken a new approach this 
year in one of your courses, and 
want to ask someone to look at how 
well it's working and how you can 
improve it. 

3. Your school has taken a tough 
stand on failures and you have 
students who must repeat some of 
your courses. You are looking for 
ideas on more effective instruc
tional methods to use with such 
students. 

8. You would like to improve your use 
of instructional time so that less 
time is wasted getting students 
involved and organized for the 
day's work. 

12. You are tired of students coming 
to class late (with escused 
tardies), leaving early for some 
activity, or being pulled out in 
the middle of class. 

I-' 
ex> 
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